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IfUT WIM nCATCH THESE NEW MAY
TITLES FROM VIKING KESTREL
All published by Viking Kestrel May 1988

THE WHEELS ON THE BUS
by Maryann Kovalski
Grandma makes waiting for the bus
great fun by singing an old favourite
song. Everyone gets quite carried away!
£6.95 0670821837

TARQUIN AND THE CANAL
CROOKS
by Pat and Andre Amstutz
Tarquin finds adventure everywhere,
even at a dog show where he wins a cup
and is kidnapped by crooks.

->• £6.95 0670817643

STAN
by Ann Pilling
Lonely and unloved, Stan runs away to
Ireland, pursued by a desperate
criminal. By the author of
award-winning HENRY'S LEG.
£6.95 0670 817708
Age 10+

i'-M

THE BEWITCHING
OF ALISON
ALLBRIGHT
by Alan Davidson
Shy, morose Alison is
introduced into the rich and
charming world of her
dreams by a stranger, with
dramatic consequences.
£6.95 0670820156
Age 10+

STREAMS TO THE
RIVER,
RIVER TO THE SEA
by Scott O'Dell
An Indian girl, Sacagewa,
proves invaluable as an
interpreter and guide on an
epic journey into the
unchartered West.
£6.95 0670819042
Age 10+

Happy Holidays with
Picture Puffins

SPOT GOES ON HOLIDAY

Enjoy fun in the
sun with
everyone's

} favourite pup!

014 050 6993
£3.95

0140507795 £1.75 0140507787 £1.75

Winner of the Kurt Maschler
prize 'A really delightful and
heartrending account of the
friendship of a small girl and her
Granpa' - Woman and Home

014 050 8414 £2.25

Delightful new additions to
the NURSERY series by
award-winning illustrator
Jan Pienkowski
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EDITOR'S PAGE
Yes, it's me again. Apparently, my debut as
Editor of Books for Keeps with last year's May
issue provoked no great storm of protest, nor a
massive cancellation of subscriptions. Even the
back-up team at Effingham Road escaped
without serious harm . . . at any rate I'm still
married to one of them. So the only snag this
time round is that I'm expected to know what
I'm doing.

Bon Voyage, Pat
Which brings me to why I'm here in the first -
or rather, second - place. Pat Triggs is taking a
six-month break from the magazine to teach in
the USA. She'll be exchanging with an
American colleague who has the daunting task
of being Pat's stand-in for a term at Bristol
Polytechnic where Pat has her daytime job. It
seemed a touch unreasonable to saddle this
brave spirit with Pat's night-time job, too, as
Editor of BfK, so while Pat's away I'll be
editing this issue and November's. The July and
September issues will be edited by

Richard Hill
. . . yes, our Richard Hill. Till now, as Director
of the School Bookshop Association and
Managing Editor of this magazine, Richard has
been very much a backroom boy. In fact he's an
expert at deflecting the limelight elsewhere,
making sure everyone except himself gets the
credit for what goes on. As a former marketing
manager for Puffin Books, though, as well as
being associated with the movement for school
bookshops from its beginning, Richard's
experience of the world of children's books is
unrivalled. Those who've heard him speak on
the subject know how passionately he's
committed to the promotion of reading and the
reading habit. So, reluctant as he is to be forced
to the front of the stage, Richard will be making
the next two issues very much more than just a
holding operation till the return of business as
usual. That I can promise! Meanwhile ...

Happy Half-Century to
Books for Keeps!
No, not years. Just issues. This is the fiftieth
since the magazine was launched in March 1980
which indicates how well deserved Pat's first
sabbatical as editor really is. Plenty of BfK
subscribers, I surmise, have an image of the
magazine that suggests a penthouse
production-suite off Fleet Street or, more likely
these days, a modest but substantial fortress in
Wapping. The reality is rather different.
Richard and his wife Angie work from home in
Lee, London E12, as the only full-time
employees with part-time help from Carole
Newman who lives up the road, Jan Fowling
who pays flying visits from Winchester, and Pat
who commutes whenever necessary from
Bristol. You'd call it a kitchen-table operation
but for the computer assistance, the three
rooms-worth of space actually taken up and -
dare I say it - the quality of the final product.
Congratulations, then, to Richard, Angie, Pat,
Carole and Jan. And best wishes for the next
fifty issues.

A Picture Book Focus
By now it's a tradition that the May issue
emphasises picture books. Our usual Spring
round-up of new hardbacks is offered on pages
26-30 reviewed this year by Jeff Hynds. Jeff
Hynds, do I hear you say? Wasn't he . . . ?
That's right. There was that little local difficulty
recently in the London Borough of Bromley
whose Chief Education Officer took exception
to the 'real' reading policy being implemented
at a local school with Jeffs guidance. From this
little dust-up Jeff emerged both unbowed and
unbloody - indeed grinning broadly since it
drew attention to an approach he's been
championing for years. He's been so busy since
with speaking engagements and consultancies,
it was difficult for him to fit us in. We're
delighted he managed it.

Three other articles pick up our picture book
theme. On pages 4-6 Margaret Carter describes
how young illustrators get to be illustrators . . .
the leg-work, that is, rather than their efforts
pencil-in-hand. Her piece finishes off with a
reference to the young artist we chose to
illustrate it: Marc Vyvyan-Jones. Newly
launched on his career, he's in a good position
to vouch for the accuracy of Margaret's
account. So are the contenders for 1988's
Mother Goose Award which is summarised on
page 25 by Elaine Moss. Marc Vyvyan-Jones's
Maurice by the way, published by Spindlewood
on St George's Day, is eligible for Mother
Goose '89 so we wish him the best of luck.
Certainly first-rate picture books, and artists to
provide them, are more plentiful than ever.
Take a rising star like Ruth Brown, for
instance, the subject of Authorgraph No. 50 on
our centre pages - and the supplier of our front
cover from her latest book. The problem for
publishers these days, 1 gather - and Margaret
Carter confirms this - is finding suitable texts
for them to illustrate. Would-be writers, please
note.

Roald at Redbridge
We were tempted to present Lindy Barclay's
article in picture book format as well, so
splendid were the accompanying photographs
by Richard Mewton who's worked for BfK
from its earliest days. This would have
diminished Lindy's input, though, a great
shame given the freshness and flair she brings
to it. It's as persuasive a report on a book event
as we've ever come across. But, then, what
better material could she have had than a visit
to her school by the World's Most Popular
Children's Author? Lindy tells how she went
about it, how Redbridge coped with Roald
Dahl and how Roald Dahl coped with
Redbridge. See pages 18-21 for the full story.

Trial by Bibliography
'Book Week was brilliant,' said one of Lindy's
pupils. Imagine the same child's response to the
booklist from the Daily Telegraph we print on
page 23. Of course, such a list could never
become mandatory in schools . . . could it? It's
hard to be sure when so much current
education policy seems to be made up in a
saloon bar on the back of an envelope. Relying
on Old Smileyspecs is risky enough but what
about Herself constantly looking over his
shoulder? How many of the titles listed has she
read, I wonder?

. . . And Trial by Title
Speaking of titles, my local bookseller tells me
how difficult life can be if this is the only detail
a customer can offer. Recently she's had Woof!
by Allan Ahlberg (Puffin) confused with Only
One Woof by James Herriot (Pan), Gillian
Cross's The Runaway (Magnet) with Ruth
Thomas's Guardian Award winner The
Runaways (Hutchinson), and Ten in a Bed by
Ahlberg and Amstutz (Granada) with Penny
Dale's Ten in the Bed (Walker) - with Mary
Rees' Ten in a Bed (Andersen) adding to the
muddle. Tough times are ahead, what's more.
Soon Shirley Hughes' latest book for Walker
Out and About will be joined by Raymond
Wilson's rfew collection of verse for Viking
Kestrel called . . . Out and About. It's a
perennial problem which points up our need to
have as much information as possible about the
books we're after. Remember, copyright
doesn't apply to titles.

Now that's a thought. How many sales might be
diverted from a certain permanent bestseller by
an upstart epic craftily named Charlie at the
Chocolate Factory? Of course, no-one would
ever dare . . . would they? •

Chris
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From the Outside Looking In
... or is it from the inside looking out?
Illustration has never
been in finer fettle. But
how does even a gifted
young artist break into
the world of books?
Margaret Carter
investigates.
'Talent is only the beginning.' Jan
Ormerod, prize-winning illustrator of
children's books, once said that to me.
She was speaking of the art students
she'd taught in England and in
Australia and of the likelihood of their
becoming illustrators. If your idea of an
artist is he who wears a beret and a
floppy bow in a garret while burning
the furniture to keep the paint at the
right consistency, Jan's may seem a
revolutionary statement - but it's one
that all craftsmen will agree with: talent
is only the beginning.

Booksellers' shelves today are stacked
with children's books where
imagination married to technique has
resulted in unparalleled choice - and all
available at near-paperback prices.
Children's books are big business and
as such subject to commercial cut and
thrust. Between the promise of the
drawing board and the reality of the
bookseller there are many stepping
stones to be negotiated.

And if artist and publisher are the base
of a triangle, who stands at the apex?
Who else but that most unpredictable
of creatures on whose approval will
depend a book's success or failure, that
ultimate if innocent arbiter of
recognition: the child.

It's an intriguing thought - the
combined talents of artists, authors,
editors, publishers, typesetters,
designers, printers, booksellers, sales
reps all united to engage a child's taste
or, in the case of a young child, perhaps
more significantly, the taste of the adult
who first chooses the book.

So begin on the inside looking out -
begin with the desk of a publisher's art
editor who, during the course of the
year, will see dozens of drawings,
paintings, sketches, scripts for potential
books. Some may come through the
post, some are brought by artists who
make personal appointments - it will be
the editor's job to sift through, reject,
encourage, suggest changes or, in some
instances, marry an illustrator to a
script he already has. On his flair and
judgement and his ability to guide a
project through may depend the
eventual result: an actual book with
pages that turn and pictures that adorn.

'But it's rare that anything good comes
out of the blue,' says Ian Butterworth

who, as Art Director of Collins'
Children's Division, is responsible -
with reprints and rejacketed books -
for some 400 books a year, ranging
from the baby boards to art books and
teenage offerings.

'The standard of illustration in Britain
is very high,' he maintains, 'although I
think that there's not quite the clamour
at the moment to get into children's
book illustration that there was a year
or two ago.' The reason, he thinks, is
that there are more outlets - illustration
is increasingly used for advertising,
packaging, and television commercials:
graphic art is used in educational
books, in textbooks, instruction
manuals.

But if new talent doesn't come through
the letter box, where is it to be
discovered?

'I go to as many art school exhibitions
as I can. Most art editors will do the
same and, having seen someone whose
work appeals to me, it's a question of
getting in touch with the artist and
assessing if what they have to offer is
what I'm looking for. Sometimes
students will bring in an idea or a
project they've worked on themselves.

I try to see everything that's brought in
- preferably with a senior designer or
an editor; it's always better to talk to an
artist and discuss their work and what I
want. If a project is accepted in
principle then the artist will probably
work with one of our editors who may
suggest changes and advise on certain
technicalities - the format we want, the
number of pictures, the ratio of colour
to black and white, the necessity to
keep an eye on the possibility of selling
abroad as a co-edition.'

This latter has great importance: the
production cost of a colour book is so
high that often publication is only
viable if the book can also be sold to
overseas publishers who will then
publish in their own language but share
the initial outlay.

It's beginning to emerge now, why
talent is only a beginning.

'One painting - however good - isn't

enough,' says Amelia Edwards, Art
Director of Walker Books. 'There must
be continuity in a book: you have to
understand pace. You can teach design
but some things you can't teach.'

She makes a point which is repeated by
many publishers. 'There's no shortage
of artists - only of authors to produce
good text.' Yet sometimes partnerships
'happen'. One successful Walker
marriage is David Lloyd's Gammer
Gurton's Needle, illustrated by
Charlotte Voake. 'Charlotte brought us
the idea - she wanted to illustrate the
old medieval tale and David was asked
to produce the text.' The result is a
book whose text retains the
rumbustiousness of the original while
the pictures have the delicacy inherent
in all that Charlotte Voake produces.

Amelia Edwards admits that 'it's an
arduous task' to meet all the would-be
illustrators who ask for appointments.
'But how else will they get a beginning?
Yet of all the new work I see perhaps
only five in a year will see publication.'

The number five has a somewhat
emotive ring for Roy Smith, Art
Director of Ladybird Books. It was the
time they took to produce the book
Royal Wedding to celebrate Prince
Charles' marriage to Princess Diana.
Not five months, nor five weeks but
five days— 'that was working all night
. . .'he admits.

That achievement was only possible
because Ladybird, unlike most
publishers, are also their own printers
with their own studio, photographer,
designers, proof readers, illustrators,
technicians. Originally a firm of
printers, their books are produced to a
standard size and format and their
schedules are planned two years ahead.

But despite their efficiency they find
that 'good artists are rare. When we're
approached by a new artist we ask them
to send a sample of their work. If that
seems suitable then we'll ask him or her
to come in and talk. The result can very
likely be a commission.'

In the summer, Ladybird take two
students into their studio to cover staff
holidays. 'Ideally we like to take them
from the local art college. One or two
have since become permanent
members of our staff, although much of
their work here would not be
illustration but rather concentrate on
layout, cover design, the size and
weight of type and so on.'

Very different in size from Ladybird
Books is an imprint of Macdonald -
Beehive Books, under the sole
direction of Managing Editor, Georgie
Adams. She is responsible for about 25
to 30 books a year and makes the point
that of the students' and artists' work
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she encounters 'much has artistic merit
but isn't commercial'.

'I have "old favourites" among artists
whom I always want to use but of
course one is always looking for new
talent. Occasionally there is a
wonderful surprise when someone
comes in unexpectedly and has
something that's right.' She too goes to
exhibitions, and keeps a look-out for
artists whose work she hasn't used
before — 'particularly when I want to
link a text I have in hand to an
illustrator'.

Both she and Jim Marks, Art Director
of the Purnell/Macdonald/Pergamon
umbrella, will also use artists' agents.
These are the middle negotiators who
will market and negotiate artists' work,
taking in return a sliding commission
from 15 per cent upwards on whatever
fee the artist gets.

'There's no doubt that agents can be
very useful,' says Georgie Adams. 'For
one thing the work they show you has
already been "sifted" by them - they
are reasonably confident of their ability
to sell it so they've saved you time.'

Agents also do all the hoof work,
carrying round unwieldy and heavy
portfolios from publisher to publisher.
An art director will know that a good
agent can recommend certain artists for
certain types of work and an agent
could be the first he would contact if he
needs an illustrator.

'Some artists like to deal direct with
publishers,' Georgie Adams says,
'others would run a mile from
negotiating and selling. And of course
it depends where they're based:
someone living a long way from
London — where most publishers tend
to be - could waste so much time trying
to sell he wouldn't have time to
produce . . .'

Agents, however, won't take on just
anyone: they need to be convinced of
the merit and saleability of the work
they're required to handle. A good
agent can be immensely helpful to an
artist, advising and directing a client

towards commercial acceptance in the
way that a publisher's art editor or
editor would also do. They know of
openings, new projects in the pipeline -
and the right fee to negotiate!

There are two main ways of attracting a
publisher's attention. The annual
publication European Illustration is a
reference of available artists in the way
that the publication Spotlight is a
reference of available actors.

Inclusion in the annual has to be
merited - and paid for. Their selection
of what to include is rigorous but
having accepted the work (by seeing
slides) they will allow a number of
examples to be published and these
may well result in commissions or
interviews with publishers on the
look-out for more illustrators. Carol
Wright, for instance, as a final year
student at Harrow School of Art had
her final year project - a children's
book - accepted for publication
through her own efforts, but showing
examples of some of her work in the
annual resulted in Ian Butterworth
getting in touch with her and
commissioning another book, to be
published next year by Collins.
Illustrating another script given by her
by an acquaintance 'on spec' resulted in
acceptance of both script and
illustration by Methuen.

But a third way into publishing is
through a magic word: Bologna. Try to
get in touch with most publishers in the
week or two leading up to early April
and you will be told they're 'getting
ready for Bologna'. Here, every spring,
a Children's Book Fair takes place. For
inside of a week publishers from all
over the world converge on the
medieval city to buy, sell, negotiate
foreign rights, and generally see what's
going on in the children's book world.

It is an opportunity for editors, art
editors, artists, authors, publishers to
browse, to remember and perhaps
eventually to deal with the originators
of the work on show - whether that is
published work or work in progress.
Although primarily intended for the
buying and selling of rights Bologna
still remains an excellent window for
the display of talent.

Published work is also, of course, a
window for talent. And sometimes it
also opens unlikely windows . . .
Malcolm Bird is primarily a magazine
illustrator yet he admits that he owes
some of his introduction to books to a

fried egg and a penguin. The fried egg
(on a card he sold as a student to
Gallery Five) was seen by the cookery
writer, Fay Maschler, and resulted in
his illustrating Cooking is a Game You
Can Eat. As for the penguin - knowing,
wayward, with a maverick look in the
eye - I myself saw this in a magazine
and as a result was able to commission
further work for children. His own
books with his collaborator, Alan Dart,
include the best-selling The Witch's
Handbook and The Christmas Book.

Spotting Malcolm's pictures in the first
place could be regarded as a certain
amount of luck but, as the cliche has it,
'luck comes to the prepared mind'. 'It
isn't any good being airy-fairy about
art,' Malcolm says. 'You have to be
professional, on time, produce what
you've been asked to produce . . .' His
own work is meticulously presented, on
time, and what's been asked for.

What's been asked for is an interesting
idea - how much do editors dictate,
how much leave to the artist?
Rosemary Collins of Methuen likes to
leave the choice in fiction to the artist -
'to see what he wants to do; but when
it's fact, then usually I need to direct.'

Although all art must to an extent be
derivative, each artist brings an
individual vision to his work, whether
he is interpreting another's text or
complementing his own.

A publisher may look, in an aspiring
illustrator, for competence to produce
work in a style which is already 'tried,
tested and safe': at the same time his
commercial antennae are constantly
poised for the original, both of
approach and execution. An editor's
skill may consist in steering that talent
into acceptable publishing potential -
of allowing the head to float while the
feet are anchored!

Fashions change in all media: pop-up
books may be yesterday's story; line
illustration may be in - or out; colour
wash, pastels, etching, oils - each not
only serves a different illustrative
purpose but also has its period of
popularity, of that indefinable sense of
contemporary 'rightness' into which
illustrator, author and publisher must
be tuned.

'Artists don't always know much about
publishing,' says Babette Cole,
successful author/illustrator of The
Trouble with . . . books, 'but they
ought to find out.'

Illustrating children's books - like any
other job of work - could consist of
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learning from what has been done
before and then departing from it:
either with the tentative steps of the
novice, the firm tread of the committed,
or the space-age leaps of those who
chart the skies - the astronauts.

For pictures can kill or enliven the
imagination: they can open windows or
close them. Their appeal could be as
different - to use a contemporary
example - as radio or television when a
favourite book is dramatised and when
the actors don't follow one's mental
picture.

An illustrated book, it seems to me, is
like the Ancient Mariner. The picture
should grab us with 'his skinny hand'
but the text should make us 'stand still'.

We are the Wedding Guest and the
feast awaits us: only sometimes it's just
a takeaway: sometimes it's good home
cooking: sometimes it's champagne and
caviar and the bubbles don't half go to
your head . . .

All good art is hypnotic . . . only what
hypnotises you may not hypnotise me
. . . with book illustration it is, as
Doctor Johnson said in quite another
context, 'the wonder is not that it is
done well but that it is done at all . . .'

But the fact is that it is done well:
extravagantly, excitingly and
stimulatingly well . . . and, phew, talent
is only the beginning . . . •

A freelance journalist, Margaret Carter is a
former Editor of Mother magazine, is a
director of Ragdoll Productions which
makes children's television programmes and
is a member of the selection panel of a
national children's book club. Currently
she's working on a series of TV programmes
with the illustrator Rod Campbell.

Bologna and
Beyond
Marc Vyvyan-Jones, our illustrator, has
recent first-hand experience of what
Margaret Carter is talking about.
Following a self-financed foray into the
world of children's books at Bologna
last year, he's just produced his first
picture book. It's called Maurice
(Spindlewood, 0 907349 64 1, £4.95)
produced with a text by a neighbour
and family friend, Sue Stops. 'Marc
needed a book,' says Sue 'and one day
I suddenly woke up with an idea that
seemed to fit him perfectly since he's a
morris-dancing fool as well as being
daft about illustration. It's the story of
a little kid called Maurice who simply
can't keep still. He decides he wants to
dance - and one May Day gets involved
with morris-dancing . . .'

They worked on the book together,
then took it to Michael Holloway who
runs Spindlewood Press. The book was
published on St George's Day this year.
Sue insists 'every teacher of primary-
age children will recognise Maurice'.
She should know since she's a member
of staff at Westbury Park Primary
School, Bristol. Though she's
organised many a book event -
including Avon's highly successful
Book Week last year - this is her first
published work, too. Not her last,
though. Later this year, also from
Spindlewood, comes Methusalah, the
tale of a boy who catches a monster-
pike with a wine gum. Her illustrator?
Marc Vyvyan-Jones, naturally.*
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GREAT NEW BOOKS
FROM CAMBRIDGE
The Alphabet
Activity Book
Much more than just an
ABC. Young children
will have fun while they
learn.
Paperback
£2.95 net

A Witch Called Hazel
Undiluted fun from start
to finish. Witch Hazel is
a witch with ajdifference!
Hardcovers
£5.95 net
Witch Hazel and
the Monkey
Witch Hazel and her zoom-
broom set off on a monkey
hunt.
Hardcovers
£5.95 net

Cambridge
books for
children

That'd be Telling!
Stunning stories, singable
songs, delightful poems and
ridiculous riddles collected by
Michael Rosen and Joan Griffiths.

Hard covers
£4.95net

Munia and the
Orange Crocodile
Munia is frightened
when she starts to lose
her baby teeth - until
she meets a very
special orange
crocodile.
Hard covers £5.95net
Munia and the Day
Things Went Wrong
After being naughty all

day, Munia redeems
herself in the most original way!
Hard covers £5.95 net

For an up-to-da te ca talogue of all our children's books, write to
Rosemary Hayes at the address below

Cambridge University Press
The Edinburgh Building, Shaftesbury Road, Cambridge CB2 2RU

School's Out!
Poems about School
A brilliant new anthology by
John Foster! Poems about school
dinners (yuk), teachers (beware),
bullies (ouch!), homework
(groanwork), biology (D—),
computers (A+), The Head (a wally)
and much more!

Read what Alan Ahlberg,
John Agard, James Kirkup and many
more have to say about school!

128 pages, 60 b/w line drawings
£3.95 paperback 0-19-276078-5
£6.95 hardback 0-19-276061-0

Another First Poetry Book
Another Second Poetry Book
Another Third Poetry Book
By popular demand—another series
of poetry books, compiled by
John Foster!

Over half the poems have been
written just for these books by
favourite poets like Roger McGough,
Roald Dahl, Wendy Cope and more.

Illustrated with lots of colour!

Another First Poetry Book
Another Second Poetry Book
Another Third Poetry Book

(ages 5-7) 0-19-917120-3
(ages 6-8) 0-19-917122-X
(ages 7-9) 0-19-917124-6 Each £5.95 hardback

OXFORD BOOKS FOR CHILDREN
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BOOKS FOR SEVEN IN A BED FROM ANDERSEN PRESS

The little one will have TEN IN A BED by Mary Rees. The others can choose from HELLO
LITTLE PIG (Janosch), MAGGIE AND THE MONSTER (text by E. Winthrop and
illustrated by Tomie de Paola), LADYBIRD, LADYBIRD (Ruth Brown), PRINCESS AND
THE MIRROR (text by Charles Alverson and illustrated by Mark Southgate) and WHO'S
SICK TODAY? (Lynne Cherry). Then last but not least, ANYONE SEEN HARRY
LATELY?, a hilarious new book from two Andersen Press favourites Hiawyn Oram and
Tony Ross: see below for Tony's 'Harrygator'.

Andersen Press, 62-65 Chandos Place, London WC2N 4NW
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REVIEWS
Reviews of paperback fiction are grouped for convenience under
teaching range. Books and children being varied and adaptable, we
suggest you look either side of your area. More detailed recom-
mendation for use can be found within the reviews.

Nursery/Infant:
The farmer said, "Thank you!"

Cock-a-Doodle-Doo
Franz Brandenberg, ill.
Aliki, Picture Piper,
0330 298380, £2.50
Here is a lovely first book with
all the animals in the farmyard
taking part! Looking at clear
colourful pictures the child
sees the cockerel, then the
frog and the duck, the crow
and the donkey, the dog and
the sheep, the cow and so on.
Sounds match the pictures and
the farmer's family cheerfully
look after the animals. A very
warm story, simple and
straightforward for very young
children. " ' MS

It's Not Fair!
Anita Harper and Susan
Hellard, Picture Puffin,
014 050.683 7, £1.95
A jolly story with an
unostentatious message for
jealous older brothers and
sisters. The tone of the book
shifts interestingly from an
exploration of the things that
babies get away with that
older children can't (making a
mess, being carried) to the
things that babies can't do but
big sister can (go to playgroup,
slide in the snow) so that what
starts off as a catalogue of 'not
fairs' from the older child
turns into 'not fairs' from the
baby. Cleverly done, easy to
read and obviously striking a
chord in several children's
hearts! LW

Guthrie Comes Clean
Jonathan Allen, Picture
Corgi, 0552 52439 5,
£2.25
I have very deep reservations
about this book. The plot
concerns Guthrie, a panda
who wants to be tall, strong
and white like a polar bear,
rather than portly and patchy
like a panda. His attempts to
make himself white are
amusing and boldly illustrated
and, of course, merely make
him ridiculous. They end
when his friends bring him a

book about how charming and
lovable pandas are. After
reading it he becomes
reconciled to being one and is
happy again.
I don't know if I'm being
over-sensitive here (there are
no black children in my class)
and, certainly, there is a
positive message at the end of
the book, but it seems to me to
be treading on dangerous
ground. The idea that White Is
Good is given far more weight
than that Patchy Can Be Good
Too and strikes me as not one
for a multi-racial society. I
would love to know the
reaction from a mixed race
classroom. LW

My House
0 19 272186 0
Dig, Dig
0 19 272185 2
Lesley Wood, Oxford,
95p each
1 wish I could see the point of
these 'Cat on the Mat' books
from Oxford. The early Brian
Wildsmith ones such as The
Cat on the Mat itself and The
Island were excellent. They
were of high quality artistically
and were proper books . . .
they had whole, natural
language and had a real plot
and something to talk about.
These two, though, together
with most of the latest books
in the series, have so little to
them that they are in danger of
disappearing up their own
vacuum. Dig, Dig consists only
of those two words, together
with pictures of various digging
activities; My House shows a
house being built and has
fairly interesting non-fiction
illustrations but there is
nothing in the text at all. If
you want a book about earth-
moving machines or house
construction, then Dinosaur
has several good ones with
some real text to go with it.
These are taking minimalism
to an extreme. LW

Sheepchase
Paul Rogers, ill. Celia
Berridge, Picture Puffin,
0 14 050.561 X, £1.95
A game of hide-and-seek with
Flossie the sheep hiding, and
shepherd boy Jack, the farmer,
and the reader seeking her as
she leaves the meadow and
heads for the fair. The story is
better told in Celia Berridge's
finely executed watercolours
which evoke the spirit of
nineteenth-century England
than in the rhyming text which
is clumsy and too heavy-
handed in its interrogation of
the reader. JB

Fob and Friends
Chosen by Anne Wood,
ill. Jonathan Hills,
Young Lions,
0006729150, £1.75
A bright red book with plenty
of treats for reading aloud.
Punctuated by bursts of short
poems (about a greedy boy,
cornflakes, why the moon gets
fatter and thinner), 18 stories
are presented and the variety
is excellent. My favourite is
the one about the boy who was
a bit frightened of the darkness
in the cupboard under the
stairs but who learned to cope
with it by realising his new
kitten would be frightened too
if he did not go and rescue
him. And I liked the one about
the dragon too, especially
when he squeezed himself out
of the bottle; the one about
the outside Christmas tree and
the spiders' webs hanging on it
like decorations . . . and the
one about the magic swan . . .
1 liked all of them actually.
I bet you would too. MS

Demon Daisy's
Dreadful Week
Phillida Gili, Picture
Knight, 0340 42133 9,
£2.50
The antics of Daisy in this
book for young children
cannot fail to fill the
unsuspecting adult with some

alarm. It is indeed well known
that small people get up to
mischief when adults are not
looking or not around, but
why emphasize all the negative
possibilities rather than the
positives? Jumping off
furniture, spreading bright
yellow paint around the
house, cutting another child's
hair, stuffing loo paper down
the toilet and cooking apples
into the tumble drier are not
any of them recommended
behaviour and really too many
'antics' for one book. Possibly
taken from a real-life situation
this story does not quite come
off as it fails to provoke
laughter and reads as a list of
misdeeds which lead us to a
very tame ending. MS

Fly Like a Bird!
0 330 30096 2
Yes It Does,
No It Doesn't
0 330 30097 0
Row, Row, Row
the Boat
0 330 30098 9
Now You Try!
0 330 30099 7
Jean Morrison and
Dominic Poelsma,
Piccolo, £1.50 each
Books which invite active
participation on behalf of the
learner reader are in theory a
very good idea for beginners
but these four 'Reading
Games' titles in the Early
Learn Together series aimed
at three to five-year-olds and
their parents require far too
much in the way of physical
activity thus diverting attention
away from the books. Three of
the series invite participants
through captions and cartoon-
style pictures to jump, hop,
leapfrog and so on whilst Yes
It Does, No It Doesn't poses
questions which remind me all
too much of a well-known
reading test. Anyone prepared
to devote the time and effort
required to share these books
and activities would be better
employed reading and sharing
the numerous picture books
and rhymes that are available.
If approached in the right
manner reading itself is a
play-like activity but the focus
of attention is the thing itself
i.e. reading and the text. JB

Sing a Song of
Sixpence
Tracey Campbell
Pearson, Picture Lions,
0006626947, £1.95
Alarm grows by the minute at
the amount of time children

Reviewers in this issue were Moira Small, Jill Bennett, Liz Waterland, Judith Sharman, Colin Mills, Bob Jay, Nigel Spencer, Bill Boyle, David Bennett, Adrian Jackson and Val Randall.
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spend by their TV sets
subsequently learning
advertising jingles . . . Bring
back the nursery rhyme, say I,
and here is a good way of
encouraging just that. This
version of 'Sing a Song of
Sixpence' romps through a
little book alongside a set of
amusing pictures which set the
song trundling along at speed.
Definitely to be heartily
recommended. MS

The First Words
Picture Book
0 416 07482 0
The Early Words
Picture Book
0 416 07472 3
Bill Gillham,
photographs by Sam
Grainger, Magnet,
£1.95 each
Using colour photographs of
simple everyday things, like
'spoon' and 'bath' and 'toes'
and 'teddy' (every one of them
a word within the experience
of small children), these two
delightful books give positive
help towards language
development. The pictures are
modern (i.e. the clothes are up
to date, the bike and the swing
and the push chair this year's
model); the mother puts
petrol into the car and the
little boy pushes the dolly in
the push chair. This attention
to detail is very valuable and
makes the books particularly
good at stimulating the child
to notice the pictures and
comment on each one as the
adult points and reads out the
simple texts. MS

Chester the Chick
0 361 07855 2
Freckles the Rabbit
0 361 07861 7
Ginger the Kitten
0 361 07857 9

Jane Burton, Purnell
'Growing Up' series,
£1.99 each
Four charming information
books for young children with
beautiful colour photographs
all the way through, each
telling the story about an
animal character in its
babyhood. The pictures are
delightful, showing the baby
creatures from the first hours
of their lives and right through
to being grown up. These
would make a welcome
addition to the library of any
family, being informative and
entertaining. For only £1.99
each these are bargains and to
be highly recommended.
The text is clear and would be
simple enough for a new
reader to tackle and the words
give accurate information in
warm-hearted fashion. MS

Janine and the
New Baby
lolette Thomas, ill.
Jennifer Northway,
Magnet, 0416 04012 8,
£1.95
This is a pleasant story about
Janine and how her mother
goes into hospital to have a
new baby. It is told simply and

From Janine and the New Baby.

is likely to be similar to many
other children's experiences; it
is reassuring because Janine is
looked after by a favourite
aunt and taken to see her
mother and the new baby in
hospital.
This would be a most useful
story for any child looking
forward to having a new
brother or sister. Any small
worries are ironed out as the
child in the story discusses the
baby's arrival with her friends
at nursery school. The ending
is happy because the new
baby, a sister, smiles at the
new big sister. The baby is
described as 'brown' and
Janine and her family arc
Afro-Caribbean, another
interesting dimension for the
book. MS

But Where is the
Green Parrot?
Thomas and Wanda
Zacharias, Picture Piper,
0 330 30355 4, £2.50
Welcome back to an old
friend! First published in 1969
by Chatto & Windus, this little
book has been a firm favourite
with nursery children for many
years. In this new edition, a
brighter and bigger format
reveals the same story . . . a
search for the green parrot on
every page. The detailed and
decorative pages have much to
talk about that is interesting
and informative too, and the
game of finding the green
parrot goes on until at last at
the end he is there home safely
in his cage! MS

Infant/Junior
Time for One More
Leila Berg, Magnet,
0416 07459 9, £1.50
Leila Berg's collection of
stories Folk Tales for Reading
and Telling has been a stand-by
in my classroom for years, not
only as a wonderful source of
stories from all over the world
for me to read to the class, but
also for young, fluent readers
who like the patterning and
rhythm of many of the stories,
want something approaching a
long book but can't yet tackle
long text. Now Leila Berg has
brought out this collection and
it is going to be equally a
necessity in the classroom.
The stories are short,
sometimes only a page or two,
quirky, lively and funny and
interspersed with short, simple
rhymes and poems. It is the
perfect book for children to
gain confidence on and also to
keep by you for odd moment
stories. Nearly every story
provoked the response 'read it
again' and, what is more,
nearly every story stood being
read again! LW

A Puff of Smoke
Catherine Sefton,
Young Corgi,
0552524700, £1.75

One of the newish series of
Young Corgi titles - a 'By
Myself Book' which should be
just that. At 56 pages with
good size print and line
drawings on almost every
page, it is enticing in
appearance. The story of
young 'Beaky Kelly's' uncalled
for encounter with a three
wish genie and the trouble that
ensues is very readable and
has a satisfying rounded
ending. I wish more short,

single story paperbacks of this
length were available for solo
readers. JB

Mrs Pepperpot's
Outing
Alf Pr0ysen, Beaver,
009 9574101, £1.95
One for older or more mature
children, this. Personally, I
can take Mrs Pepperpot or
leave her; she has never
seemed very lovable to me.
But she is liked by children,
usually girls who are young
but fluent readers, and this
collection is inventive and
entertaining. The situations in
which Mrs Pepperpot finds
herself as a result of her
predilection for suddenly
shrinking to the size of a
pepperpot make lively
introductions to 'big, thick
books' for children who are
gaining stamina but not yet
ready for a novel format. LW

Another Helping of
Chips
Shirley Hughes, Young
Lions, 000 672745 X,
£1.75
The second volume of four

stories featuring Chips, his
family and friends - human
and animal. The mixture is as
before: a highly approachable
format comprising an amalgam
of strip cartoon,
straightforward prose narrative
and line drawings, the
interaction of which draw the
reader in, holding the attention
and drawing him or her
through to the end. The whole
thing resembles a miniature
version of the unfailingly
popular children's annual and
is highly recommended for
new solo readers. JB

Piglet Does a Very
Grand Thing
0416246702
Tiggers Don't Climb
Trees
0 416 24660 5
Pooh Invents a
New Game
0416431208
A A Milne, ill. Ernest
Shepard, Magnet,
£1.95 each
What a pleasure these new
editions of stories from
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Eeyore about to receive 'a loud BOUNCE', from Pooh Invents a New Game.

Winnie the Pooh are. Big and
bold with the original real
illustrations in added colour,
they have been very popular
with all my class. We had been
reading Winnie the Pooh from
my old 1940s edition before
these came and they were
fallen on before I had even sat
down! The most mature
readers found them great
attractions and having only
one story per book they were
not at all daunting. Less
independent readers loved
taking them home to be read
aloud and to talk about the
pictures which gain greatly
from being presented in this
large format.
Winnie the Pooh is one of the
classics of childhood which all
children ought to experience
and these make him easily
accessible, even to the
generation brought up on
Walt Disney's travesty. Well
worth acquiring. LW

My Dad Doesn't Even
Notice
Mike Dickinson, Picture
Knight, 0340 41902 4,
£2.50
I wasn't sure about this book.
The idea has been used before
and, I felt, rather better. The
little boy conjures up ever-
wilder happenings from Dad's
metaphorical language (you
know the sort of thing - 'you
sound like a herd of
elephants') and each time Dad
doesn't even notice that his
phrase has come literally true
. . . or, of course we have to
ask, has it? It seemed to me
that Not Now, Bernard or On
the Way Home pose the same
questions about reality and
unreality and with greater
subtlety.
However, the children did
enjoy the book and, I must
say, the pictures, especially of
the stereotypical unshaven,
half-asleep Dad, are humorous
and cheerful and the
happenings that apparently go
on round him are often funny.
Certainly one to try on your
children. LW

Where's Julius?
John Burningham,
Picture Piper,
0330 30168 3, £2.50
By coincidence, John
Burningham's book explores
the same ground, that of
reality and fantasy, as Mike
Dickinson has. But this time, I

think with total success. Julius
is never there at meal times
and the reasons for his absence
become wilder and wilder;
starting with the credible (he
has made a house in the living
room from old curtains and
wants to eat in it) to the highly
unlikely (he is shooting the
rapids or feeding wolves in
Russia). In each case his noble
parents are shown obligingly
carrying a tray of food to
wherever Julius happens to be
this time.
The children's reactions were
very interesting. How did we
know if the stories were true
or not (you couldn't carry food
all that way, it'd get cold)?
What was Julius really doing (I
bet he's pretending the stairs
are mountains in Tibet)? The
reason for the enhanced
quality of experience this book
offered them is, I think, that it
is written from the child's
point of view. Mike Dickinson
is nudging the adult reader
and saying, 'Look how
amusing children are when
they misinterpret our words';
John Burningham is being the
child, so involved in his
fantasy that it all seems real
and the very detailed menus
root the story firmly in real
life. All children could identify
with Julius' intense play life
and so, I felt, found this book
much more satisfying than the
more superficial and artificial
My Dad Doesn't Even Notice.

So Mrs Troutbcck took the Cray with the spaghetti
boiognese, the lettuce and cucumber and the
plum duff to the Chieo Neeko River in South
America where Julius was about to shoot the
rapids on his raft.

The pictures in this one are, of
course, a delight with some
particularly beautiful sky
effects. They are bolder than
some of John Burningham's
work and none the worse for
that. LW

The Monster Bed
Jeanne Willis, ill. Susan
Varley, Beaver Picture
Book, 009 9553201,
£2.50
This book is well on the way to
becoming one of the classics of
picture books. The children
loved the story of the little
monster who is frightened to
go to bed in case there are
people under the bed; mum's
reassurance that 'there's no
such thing as people, they're
only in stories' does not
convince him and he insists
(with great force!) on sleeping
under the bed so that no
human could find him. The
little, lost boy who wanders
into the monsters' cave is
certainly real however . . .
Not only was the story a
delight, the pictures also,
especially for a literate child,
are great fun. Isn't that toy a
Wild Thing? Yes, permission
to use the Wild Things is
granted at the front of the
book! And surely that's
Bernard's Monster in the
picture too (no permission
granted though; perhaps it's
an illegal monster!). Great fun
indeed. Highly recommended
and continually being read.

LW

Knock, Knock, Who's
There?
Sally Grindley, ill.
Anthony Browne,
Magnet, 0 416 96060 X,
£1.95
Anthony Browne has had
many successes on his own but
here he joins forces with Sally
Grindley whose text uses the
familiar 'knock, knock, who's
there?' joke format to create a
kind of imaginative game.
This, the reader shares with a
small girl tucked up safely in
bed with her teddy. The
Browne gorilla makes a guest
appearance along with a
number of fantasy figures
including a witch, a ghost and
a giant before dad makes a
welcome entrance.
A book with all sorts of
possibilities: it could be shared
between experienced reader
and beginner, with a group, or
used as a starting point for
further individual flights of
fancy. JB

Amanda and the
Witch Switch
John Himmelman,
Picture Puffin,
014050.6357, £1.95
Children just love witches and
magic and Amanda is all too
lovable. However, her good
nature almost backfires when
she grants a toad three wishes
and turns him into a witch and
then herself into a toad. The
newly created witch is much
less kind with his magical
powers but all ends happily as
it should, in best fairy tale
tradition. An engaging,
easy-to-read story with action-
filled illustrations which work
almost as an animated cartoon.

.TB

The Mice and the
Clockwork Bus
Rodney Peppe, Picture
Puffin, 014 050.613 6,
£1.95
Another of Rodney Peppe's
amazing creations, this time a
clockwork bus, is the focus for
a story. Here the ever
resourceful mouse family
collect various junk items from
the villainous D Rat's rubbish
pile and build a bus that puts
their enemy's bus service out
of business. The formula is as
before: an engaging story,
absorbing pictures of busy
mice, extended with bubble
talk, and an idea that could
well get readers working on
their own CDT projects. JB

King Dicky Bird and
the Bossy Princess
Dorothy Edwards, ill.
Victor Ambrus, Magnet,
0416075029, £1.75

As usual with books by
Dorothy Edwards, the
children enjoyed the story
with great gusto. This
reworking of the popular old
tale has many charming new
touches despite the rather
twee inclusion of a few
modern references - the
princes arriving in planes; the
princess being offered lifts by
passing motorists! The book
read well aloud to infants and
was immediately seized upon
by older infants and first-year
juniors to read to themselves.

JS

Say 'Cheese'
0 00 672916 9
Sunny-side Up
0 00 672917 7
Pickle Puss
0 00 672918 5
Patricia Reilly Giff, ill.
Blanche Sims, Young
Lions, £1.50 each
These books form part of 'The
Kids of Polk Street School'
series. Though initially
striking me as just 'skinny'
(like the books Emma Arrow,
one of the poorer readers of
Ms Rooney's class, might have
chosen) they were voraciously
devoured by the first-year
juniors assessing them.
This author reaches out to
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children and describes their
lives entertainingly but in a
way that never belittles the
very real anxieties that beset
this age group. Its difficult
friendships, fears of rejection
and failure and its struggles to
come to terms with conscience
and feelings of guilt are all
sensitively drawn. They are
quick to read, and
tremendously 'collectable' -
which only confirmed the seal
of approval awarded by boys
and girls alike. JS

Trubloff
John Burningham,
Picture Piper,
0 330 30356 2, £2.50
The story of a young mouse
who runs away from home to
study the balalaika. His return
to restore the family fortunes
may be a predictable theme,
but it is one that is,
nevertheless, reassuring. Not
one of John Burningham's
most popular books but it is
quietly enjoyed by my infants,
both when read aloud to the
class and when looked at or
read solo by the children. JS

The Giant Jam
Sandwich
Story and pictures by
John Vernon Lord,
verses by Janet
Burroway, Picture Piper,
0 330 30354 6, £2.50
Always a popular book with
our class, it is very welcome in
this paperback edition. The
illustrations with their wealth
of detail and absurdity only
heighten the universal appeal
of the ingenious way in which
the townsfolk of Itching Down
rid themselves of a plague of
wasps. JS

Bossyboots
David Cox, Magnet,
0416 01812 2, £1.95
Some books for the young are
able to fold up significant
reading lessons within simple
seeming stories. Here, readers
of six-up hear of Abigail, a
bossy little girl who journeys
across Australian bush
country (powerfully evoked in
the pictures) and fights off a
cowardly ambusher. They see
how the clever artist sequences
his pictures to make the story

work; they sense the power of
a well-made book. All that,
geographical knowledge and a
spirited girl character make it
a must for up-to-twelves. CM

The Very First Lucy
Goose Book
Stephen Weatherill,
Pan Pipers,
0 330 30160 8, £2.50
Five independent episodes in
the life of Lucy, a resourceful
goose. Readers of five-up
enjoy her exploits, and the
company of her allies, Duck
Dick and Noel Vole. The
stories are in an attractive and
accessible comic strip format.

A ftostj norse came afon<j
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There's gentle humour and
irony, and the writer-artist has
imaginative flair. In the
involvement of newspapers,
TV and cook books in the
picture stories, there's a sharp
sense of the contemporary
literacies which children bring
to their reading. Well worth
getting hold of: a new artist
worth watching. CM

Jenna and the
Troublemaker
Hiawyn Oram, ill. Tony
Ross, Picture Lions,
0 00 662748 X, £1.95
Combination of imaginative

text and pictures in this tale of
how the Troublemaker
delivers troubles of all varieties
to the population. A little girl
wants to be rid of hers, but
sees them to be mild compared
to others. The moral precepts
are not too overstated; Ross's
pictures tread a skilled line
between the fiendish, the
fantastic and the funny. CM

Babar and Father
Christmas
0 416 08972 0
Babar's Travels
0 416 80560 4
Babar the King
0 416 49730 6
Babar's Friend Zephir
0 416 08962 3
Babar at Home
0 416 50200 8
Jean de Brunhoff,
Magnet, £1.95 each
What to say about these
classics? Firstly they have lost
nothing in their transmutation
to small format paperback.
The style of illustration is
simple, bold and the typeface
sufficiently large for there to
be no sense of claustrophobia
(remember those eye-boggling
Asterix reductions?). To
anyone coming new to the
Land of the Elephants the
style of writing will seem
stilted - very thirties middle-
class: T am a stray dog and I
should be very pleased to go
with you.'

The storylines will also seem
precious. After a lovely day in
the newly created Celesteville
- built by happily co-operative
elephants who go on to choose
a new profession - Babar has
nightmares of ugly creatures
called Indolence, Fear,
Despair, Ignorance and so on.
These are dispersed by '. . .
glorious elephants with wings
who chased Misfortune far
from Celesteville and brought
with them Happiness.'
And yet it escapes being
'twee'. Life for the elephants
is dangerous (they war with
the rhinoceroses) and
hardworking but they play
hard too and uphold the kind
of moral code associated with
Arthur Ransome or Kipling.

If you are not utterly deterred
by this description, please try
them with top infants or young
juniors. Will they relate to the
traumas of bringing up
children in Babar at Home?
Will they read Babar's Friend
Zephir as a fairy tale -
ingenious protagonist saves
royal princess? Will they enjoy
the plan of Father Christmas'
underground house? Or will
they dismiss the lot as out-
dated, highflown nonsense?

BJ

Bear's Birthday
0 7445 1015 5 (Red)
Make a Face
0 7445 1014 7 (Red)
Big Bad Pig
0 7445 1021 X (Red)
So Can I
0 7445 1016 3 (Red)
Push the Dog
0 7445 1020 1 (Yellow)
Shirley Shops
0 7445 1019 8 (Yellow)
Tell Us a Story
0 7445 1017 1 (Blue)
One, Two, Flea!
07445 1018 X (Blue)
Allan Ahlberg and
Colin McNaughton,
Walker Books 'Red
Nose Readers', 99p each
1 am always wary of books
labelled 'readers' and specially
contrived reading series but I
have to admit that this
particular series has a lot of
young fans. The books aren't
really stories but they do make
something of a game of
reading. All have jokey,
appealing illustrations and
bubble talk; the Red titles use
single words and phrases, the
Yellow titles labels and
sentences, and the Blue use
rhyme. My favourite is One,
Two, Flea! which contains two
much loved playground
chants: variations on 'One two
three, mother caught a flea'
and Tiny Tim' which may well
be known text to many young
readers. Certainly these are a
good bet for school bookshops
and very good value at 99p.

JB

Junior/Middle
Brontosaurus
Superstar!
Robert McCrum, ill.
Michael Foreman,
Magnet, 0416 63490 7,
£1.95
When a brontosaurus gets
involved in show-biz, and
becomes the star of a
prehistoric extravaganza
called 'Bones', there's plenty
of scope for pastiche.
Foreman's pictures capture
the razzmatazz of Hollywood,
in front of and behind the

scenes. The plot is well-paced,
witty. An enjoyable read for
eights to elevens. CM

Uncle Charlie Weasel
and the Cuckoo Bird
Sam McBratney, ill.
Mike Daley, Magnet,
0416 07492 8, £1.75
Endearing tale about a family
of stoats who adopt a chick as
a pet. Story is enlivened by the
dourest of characters, Uncle
Charlie, who pours scorn on
sentimentality, and saves the

family (and the tale) from
tweeness. This writer has a
lively, immediate voice.
There's a good sense of action,
too. Catch the same writer's

Jimmy Zest and Zesty, also in
Magnet, if you don't know
them. CM

The Pain and the
Great One
Judy Blume, ill. Irene
Trivias, Picture Piper,
0330296310, £2.50
An eight-year-old tells of life
with her spoiled, favoured
brother, two years younger.
He then tells his 'side of the
story'. The writer, so adept at
catching teenagers' world
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views, shows here a real gift
for touching on what counts
for younger children. This
book's power is in showing
two ways of looking at the
same experiences. Smashing:
for those who are feeling such
feelings; for those who think
they've gone through them.

CM

Wheel of Danger
Robert Leeson, ill.
Anthony Kerins, Young
Lions, 0 00 672803 0,
£1.75
A gang discovers an old mill
during a school holiday, and
struggles together to get it
working. As ever, Leeson
weaves in powerful themes
with a lively plot.

Collaborative effort requires
a sorting out of rules and
roles. Tensions and
misunderstandings are as
tangible as the landscapes: the
latter are cleverly brought to
life with the aid of an old guide
book. Short, jerky sentences
teach readers to grasp
uncertainties, quick decisions,
frantic holiday movement.
The plotting is televisual:
snappy episodes that build
upon competences nine-ups
have learned from watching
Grange Hill.
Vibrant, rich writing, from an
author who can be trusted
never to sell his readers short.

CM

The California Iceberg
Harry Harrison, ill.
John Richardson,
Dragon, 0583 31140 7,
£1.75
A semi-plausible story, set in
the not-too-distant future,
when vertical take-off planes
and atomic-powered ships are
the norm, and the computer
has usurped man's overall
command. True, man still has
a role to play - this adventure
proves the point; but the
writer has taken today's
thoughts and transformed
them into tomorrow's reality.
The whole concept of moving

icebergs to the USA to
provide fresh water is
appealing, and children will
probably sympathise with the
hero, even if they find what he
is witnessing somewhat
improbable. A good read for
middle-juniors and worth
stocking on library shelves.

NS

Tales from the Edge of
the World
Martin Riley, ill. Tony
Morris, BBC,
0563 206381, £1.75
How refreshing to revel once
again in the realm of fantasy,
to pay court to misrule and
mayhem, and to bow before
the splendour of folklore run
riot. This is a book for
dreamers, for those whose
imagination has not been
dulled. It is an excellent
springboard for the top junior
child to use to leap into the
labyrinth of legend, of myth.
And the illustrations are
beguiling, bewitching -
enhancing too.
It's worth promoting this book
and allowing children to show
us what they make of it.
Lovely prose and poetry style
-1 bet it sounded good on
Jackanory. NS

Middle/Secondary
Isaac Campion
Janni Howker, Fontana
Lions, 000 672790 5,
£1.75

I i^^* WT J^^Hr.

Janni Howker is to be
applauded for her piercing
insight and sympathetic
writing which has produced
this masterpiece. This award-
winning short novel examines
the life of the second son of a
horse-dealer at the turn of the
century. The harshness,
cruelty, bitterness and pain of
a difficult father/son
relationship when 'children
weren't invented' is related
movingly and convincingly by
the now 80-year-old Isaac
Campion. It is a tale full of
regret for what might have
been, but could not be so, told
so convincingly that one
cannot fail to be moved by it.
' . . . If you were rich you had
choices. Perhaps if you were
born rich you didn't have to
follow in your father's
footsteps to the end of your
life. ' DB

Journey to the Volcano
Rose Tremain, ill. Alan
Marks, Pan Pipers,
0330 29360 5, £1.95
A review of this length cannot

hope to do justice to this
excellent book. George has an
English father and Italian
mother. She leaves them,
returning only to 'kidnap'
George and take him to her
Sicilian family. He must know
Grandma Violetta before she
dies. George loves his Italian
relatives but he loves his dad
as well. Etna erupts killing
Nonna Violetta but bringing
dad, hotfoot, from London to
the funeral and a family
reunion.
This sketch cannot convey the
richness of the book: the
Italian family is lightly
balanced in England by
George's idiosyncratic
Grandad - the contrast
between Italian and English
treatment of aged persons is
pointed. George leads an
ordinary English life with
delightfully drawn school
mates; George's dad is
counselled at home by family
friend Serafima who explains
the importance of ageing
relatives to Sicilians. The
contrast is shocking but no
explicit moral is presented.
All in all a dense and satisfying
read. Highly recommended
for late junior, early teenagers.

BJ

Spellbinder
Stephen Bowkett, Pan
Pipers, 0330 29682 5,
£1.75
Stephen Bowkett has produced
an interesting first novel,
basically sound on
observations of adolescence
and light on storyline. His

touch with the complexities of
relationships within the tribal
customs of the early teenage
years is sure and the book is
worth the read for this alone.
With his feel for realistic
dialogue - how often have you
cringed while reading the
forced attempts to interpret
youngsters' conversations
onto the page of a book? -
Stephen Bowkett should go
places. 'Can't dance, you
know that.' 'Yeah, and I'm
about as elegant as a gibbon.
Last time I kissed a girl, she
accused me of assault with a
deadly weapon.' BB

Mundo and the
Weather-Child
Joyce Dunbar, Pan
Pipers, 0330 29806 2,
£1.95
An intricate, carefully woven

Shine
Jill Paton Walsh, ill. Sue
Smith, Macdonald,
0356 13463 6, £1.95
Science fiction: Love it? Hate
it? I don't enjoy it very much
myself; but I'm recommending
Shine. Jill Paton Walsh has
overcome my antipathy and
also convinced me that the
story has intrinsic worth. Her
success with me suggests that
this might be a book for
children who might in the
normal course of events avoid
science fiction.
The story line is strong. Pattie,
with selected earthlings, is
forced to set up a new life on a
relatively inhospitable planet.
Her trials and tribulations,
especially where food is
concerned, are plausible and
convincing. The invasion of
the moth people is beautifully
explained, and their deaths
sensitively handled. Totally
reinforcing this are the
excellent black and white
drawings, and eye-catching,
accurate cover by Sue Smith.
A quality story for the library
or bookshop, and thoroughly
recommended for middle
juniors upwards. NS

skein of words captures a
constantly changing mood of
hope and despair in this
moving story about a year in a
deaf boy's life. This is no book
for the hesitant or fickle
reader, rather it is a
demanding enslaver, which
rewards only those who are
fully committed.
The idea of a weather child,
the hero's key to survival, is a
recognisable one - many
youngsters have real or
imaginary friends — but I
wonder how much a young
reader can absorb the
emotions of a guilt-ridden
seven-year-old and survive to
peruse the story to its ultimate
conclusion. The reader of this
story is never sure where the
boundaries of reality lie. In
the penumbra of what might
justbe true, grows the mind's
imagination; it is here that
anything and everything can,
and often does, come to pass.
A book of considerable depth
which requires an experienced
reader to tackle it alone.
Teachers should be sure not to
miss it. NS

Anastasia at your
Service
Lois Lowry, ill. Diane
DeGroat, Fontana
Lions, 000 672867 7,
£1.95
An exhilarating, refreshing
book. The writer clearly has
an acute awareness of the
machinations of 12-year-old
girls, and deals with the
problems which they

. experience as they grow, with
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subtlety and understanding.
Anastasia, the heroine, works
as a maid for a rich American
lady. She meets the latter's
daughter and the two girls
scheme a plan to make the
woman realise that she should
treat them with more respect.
The outcome is not planned,
but a modicum of success is
achieved. This precis does
little justice to the writer's
style, wit or pointed
observations. Many of the
scenes portrayed are cameos
of real life experience that
many of us will easily
recognise. Recommended for
all 'Anastasias' - and their
parents and teachers! NS

When Flesh Begins to
Creep
Judith Gorog, Fontana
Lions, 000 672777 8,
£1.95
Lurid covers like this one can
have their uses - usually in
persuading book-hating third
year boys that not everything
between two covers is
unremittingly tedious.
However, this cover - and the
book title - are unashamedly
misleading as the contents suit
perfectly the book's original
title, A Taste for Quiet.

,The 12 stories are an uneasy
mixture of fairy tale, myth and
mystery and none convinced
me. It is difficult to
recommend this for a specific
age group as it is such an
unwieldy collection — further,
it exhibits little real literary
merit. VR

The Not-Just-Anybody
Family
Betsy Byars, Pan Pipers,
0330 29974 3, £1.95
Betsy Byars has created
another typical, ordinary,
outrageous, atypical family!
No father (dead), no mother
(rides with a travelling rodeo);
just three kids, grandpa and a
dog. Typical, ordinary? Well -
the children all emerge as
children. They respond in
extraordinary ways to unusual
circumstances but even
dare-devil Vern needs his
mum. Outrageous, atypical?
Because of their unusual
circumstances they have
developed particular survival
techniques. So when the
police arrive as Junior is about
to fly off the barn roof Vern
and Maggie take to the woods.
All would have been well but
. . . 'Junior felt himself begin
to slide.' Within the first 20
pages Junior has two broken
legs, the dog gets lost, Maggie
and Vern are on the run and
Grandpa is in jail.
An enjoyable addition to any
self-respecting reader's Byars
collection. New enthusiasts
will be glad to know that there
are other stories of this family.

B.1

Salford Road and
other poems
Gareth Owen, Young
Lions, 000 672919 3,
£1.75

You may have caught most of
these poems first time around,
under the title of Salford Road
(Kestrel). Whether or not, it's
definitely a collection that
deserves to be an essential
item in every classroom or
library, not to mention jacket
pocket. This is a selection of
'growing up' experiences that
youngsters can relate to. The
football match on Saturday,
with its heroes and villains;
visiting the dentist; the
playground as battleground
and meeting place; the
excruciating drama lesson;
they are all here. Owen's
anthem of the street, with its
tribes and rituals, says it all:
'Just you read my name,
man,/Writ for all to see/The
walls is red with stories/The
streets is filled with me.' Of
the new ones, 'Dear Examiner'
has a relevant message within
the context of the present
'testing' climate, while
'Conversation Piece' is an
ideal model for the teacher
wanting to get children writing.

BB

Racso and the Rats
of NIMH
Jane Leslie Conly,
Puff in, 014 03.2333 3,
£2.25
Yes, this is the sequel to Mrs
Frisby and the Rats of NIMH.
Jane Leslie Conly, the author
of Racso, is the daughter of
the late Robert C O'Brien,
who wrote the award-winning
original. As both an analogy
of life and an extremely
well-written story, this is a
superb book. Racso is en
route to find the Rats of
NIMH, symbols of a 'better
life'. 'Scientists taught them to
read and gave them special
injections to make them
clever.' He wouldn't have
survived far into his journey
but for Timothy Frisby, a
humble field mouse, rescuing
him from drowning in a
whirlpool. The two become
friends and fellow travellers,
as Racso pursues his Grail.
'Learning is important. I've
got to educate myself. I can't
spend my whole life lying
around the sewers eating
rubbish!'Read it! BB

Building Blocks
Cynthia Voigt, Fontana
Lions, 0006729290,
£1.95
Brann is growing up in the
middle of parental conflict.

Fights, of the verbal variety,
seem to be the order of the
day, to escape which Brann
withdraws further into his own
world. Quite a predictable
tale, you may say. Agreed,
until the twist, in chapter two,
when Kevin appears. Well, is
Kevin a dream? T think this is
all a dream, but it feels too
real to be a dream. If it isn't a
dream, that means I've
travelled through time.' It's
only when Brann wakes up
and finds Kevin is still there,
that he realises that it's more
than a dream. Time present
becomes time past becomes
time present, as Brann travels
through time into his own
family's history, gaining the
understanding that helps him
come to terms with his home
situation. Quite a demanding
read, but one that is
guaranteed to jangle some
emotional bells in many
readers. BB

Magical Changes
Graham Oakley,
Picturemac,
0333 45617 5, £3.95
I spotted the potential magic
of this one back in 1975 when
it was first published; a
particular fifth-year brute
slouched in as a book fair was
closing, thrust over his savings
and lumbered out with the
hardback under his bomber
jacket.
The horizontally-divided
pages provide no fewer than
512 fantastical scenes that
stimulate the imagination,
amuse and intrigue. It's a must
for any school, anywhere,
anytime. Get Art departments
to buy copies too! DB

Three Against the
World
(Time Rope No. 2)
Robert Leeson, Corgi
Freeway, 0552523453,
£1.95
I can't imagine readers making
much sense of this book in
isolation but once they have
read the first volume most
readers will surely be hooked.
It is the good bits of that which
keep you going here, and the
creaky and confusing linking
story about the Time Research
experiment now begins to take
on more life of its own.
The four strands remain: the
three time travellers and the
Time Station. Fee's story is
continued, as is Roller's (now
a second generation
Cimaroon). Tod has moved
from the Spanish Civil War to
the London of the eighteenth
century. The Time Station
section is much less confusing
and possible links between all
the stories can now be seen.
This storytelling technique
allows Leeson, and the reader,
interesting variety, mixing
time travel/science fiction with
some very interesting (and all
too rare, at this level) social
and political comment.
The decision to release the
quartet, in this edition, at
intervals is frustrating. Some

readers might need help or
encouragement to get started
but then they will be self-
propelled. (I wonder what
Robert Lecson makes of the
cover illustration which seems
so inappropriate?) AJ

The Wave
Morton Rhue, Penguin
Plus, 014 03.2507 7,
£1.95
A book that is already widely
read and enjoyed. Its theme is
disturbing and its direct
presentation allows the
underlying questions to be
posed clearly.
Apparently based on a true
incident, it describes the
consequences upon a high
school and its individuals
when a history teacher tries to
show his class the repeatablc
reality of Hitler's rise to
power: 'Strength through
discipline' and the creation of
'The Wave' transfigure
individuals and the whole
school. The isolated 'failure'
takes control of himself, the
hopeless football team
become winners. Who wants
to go back to the previous way
of doing things, which were so
casual (and free)?
It's certainly a good story and
one which deals well with a
fascinating incident. I've never
appreciated it as a book,
feeling that perhaps its
pedigree, 'a novelization of a
teleplay . . . based on a short
story', accounts for the two-
dimensional characterisation
and some clumsy use of
language. AJ

Stevie Day: Super
Sleuth
0 00 692807
Stevie Day: Lonely
Hearts
0 00 692806 2
Jacqueline Wilson,
Armada, £1.95 each
Two pieces of nonsense likely
to be taken off the library
shelves by first and second
year readers. Stephanie
(Stevie) Day, 14 years old,
nurses an ambition to become
a policewoman and this leads
her in Super Sleuth into a
series of improbable
adventures. Lonely Hearts
deals, not insensitively, with
romantic attachments: there is
a particularly well-written
section on the problems of
adolescent liaisons.
Jacqueline Wilson's usual
thoughtful and convincing
style is here oversimplified -
perhaps with an eye towards
children's television?
Nevertheless, there is real
entertainment value, though
the humour approaches the
burlesque at times and the
reader's credulity is often
pushed to the limit. Harmless
escapism for the younger
reader with more quality in
the writing than one normally
expects from this genre. VR
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Older Readers
Locked in Time
Lois Duncan, Penguin
Plus, 014 03.2380 5,
£2.25
Nore Robbins' father is a
widower, recently remarried
and living on his wife's estate
in Louisiana, to which Nore
has been invited for an
extended visit. Gabe and
Josie, Nore's stepbrother and
sister, are at first friendly then
become progressively hostile -
finally attempting to kill her.
With the help of a friend,
Dave, Nore unravels the
family's secret, discovering
sinister links with witchcraft
and almost losing her life in
exposing the truth.
Lois Duncan has an unerring
instinct for what teenagers
enjoy reading and her work
exploits this to the full. She is,
however, that rare thing - an
author popular with teenagers
who writes well enough to
meet with adult approval. Her
evocations of the
individualistic scenery of the
Southern States and her
convincing characters
compensate for the somewhat
predictable nature of the
storyline. Third years upwards
will enjoy this - find a place
for it in library or bookbox.

VR

The Tricksters
Margaret Mahy, Penguin
Plus, 014 03.2363 5,
£2.50
The vogue for the thin often
extends to teenage fiction but
this one is nicely full and fat.
The Hamiltons, parents and
five children plus guests,
return to Carnival's Hide, the
setting for many New Zealand
midsummer Christmases of
the past. Another past is
resurrected in the three
brothers, 'Carnivals who have
stopped hiding', who take
their first names off the
bookshelf and their identity,
in part, from the book that the
daughter, Harry, is writing.
But there is no easy retreat
into fiction here. Their
surname, they tell her, means
'goodbye to the flesh' yet the
skeletons of this past and the
Hamiltons' own, the problems
of the flesh, have to be faced
in important and painful ways.
The book is wonderfully
playful, densely layered and
intriguing (the Carnival
brothers are not the only
tricksters), and a demanding
read but there are many
already tuned in to Many
through earlier novels.
For book boxes from third
year up, book lists for GCSE

reading and as a GCSE text if
you're lucky enough to have
that choice. A credit to the
new style Plus range. AJ

The Girl Who Wanted
a Boy
Paul Zindel, Penguin
Plus, 014 03.2496 8,
£1.95
There's plenty of humour to
carry this one along and
dashes of vintage Zindel
whackiness. It's sure to find
readership amongst older
girls. My copy has been read
twice in a week.
Sibella is brainy and so adept
with spanners, hammers and
sprocket sets that she's well on
the way to raise sufficient cash
to buy her own petrol station.
The trouble is she's not so
handy with boys until she
spots her prince with a
greasegun, Dan Douglas. We
hardly have a matching of
minds here and, if anything,
the prince is more of a
dipsomaniac depressive, into
booze rather than birds who
dig binocular microscopes.
But, this is first love for Sibella
and anything seems possible
through a rose-tinted lens . . .

DB

Close Enough to Touch
Richard Peck, Pan
Horizons, 0330 30249 3,
£1.99
Matt has to deal with the
death of his girlfriend, Dory,
her funeral and the weeks that
follow. There is certainly stuff
here for many teenagers to
read and work through; it's
not maudlin and, in the early
stages, it's quite powerfully
real, particularly the funeral
and the family gathering which
follows. I also liked some of
the touches about the way
Dory's friends dealt with her
death and Matt; the
monologues in Matt's head as
he jogs or tries to drink
himself into some way of
dealing with the death and the
strongly individual Margaret
and what she offers Matt by
way of advice and a new
relationship.
The phrasing of the
information on the back cover
is interesting. It refers to
Margaret telling Matt in 'no
uncertain language what to do
with her mount' but, be
assured, this is a book that you
can safely include in book
boxes and as an individual
reader for this age group.• AJ

SPEND SOME TIME WIT HA HIPPO .

'II ?:

Make friends
with an elephant

and a tiny mouse.

NATHAN AND
NICHOLAS ALEXANDER

Lulu Dclacre
£1.75

15 April
0 590 70794 9

KNIT ONE, PURL ONE
Chris Webster

£1.95
15 July

0 590 70937 2

Help cure a
little girl's

stomach ache
in time for tea
and cup cakes.

AWfTKRKXi
» MARIA 18

by HOLLY KELLER

FRANCES DAY IN BED
Holly Keller

£1.95
15 April

0 590 70796 5

A LETTER FOR MARIA
Elizabeth Lindsay

£1.75
11 March

0 590 70793 0

Let a little old
lady knit you the

longest scarf
you've ever seen.

Take a walk A

with a bear to %
flStf;

deliver a very
special note. fPrji;

Hippo Books, 10 Earlham Street, London WC2H 9RX. Telephone: 01-240 5753
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Authorgraph

The name Ruth Brown might
not be immediately
recognisable. But say A Dark,
Dark Tale or The Big Sneeze,
and you'll know we're talking
about an author whose picture
books have calmly and quietly
infiltrated our awareness over
the last few years. And very
popular they are, too.

Ruth herself gives the impression of being a
contented sort of person for whom life is full
and pleasant. She remembers her childhood
as being very happy, even though she was a
'war baby'. Her family originally came from
Bournemouth. Her father, however, had
been at Dunkirk and, convinced a German
invasion was imminent, despatched his wife
and oldest daughter to the greater safety of
Devon, where Ruth was born in 1941.

Ruth's grandmother, aunt and her children
came too, and a menage consisting of three
women and five children was set up in a tiny
two-up, two-down cottage. Ruth was the
youngest.

'I remember it as a very happy time,' she
says. 'And I particularly remember long
summer days, and the feeling of being a
child and walking through a field in which
everything is at your shoulder height.' It was
a feeling she was to translate into a picture
book over 40 years later.

After the war, Ruth's father got a job with
The Control Commission, the organisation
set up to run the now defeated and occupied
Germany. The family therefore had to move
to Europe in 1947, an experience which
came as 'something of a shock'.

'We went from deepest Devon to places in
Germany like Frankfurt and Cologne,' she
says. 'They were badly smashed up. We also
led a very strange existence, living in very
big, posh houses that must have been
requisitioned.'

In 1953, Ruth's father brought the family
back to Bournemouth, which again 'was a
very different sort of life'. 'I went to
Bournemouth School for Girls, which was
practically out of an Angela Brazil novel. It
was terribly dull. The only person I related
to was the art teacher.' Ruth had already
shown an interest in art, and some talent
too. 'I was always good at drawing, and
often had my pictures put up on the wall.'

Eventually the day came when she had to
start making decisions about what to do
after school. Her older sister Sylvia had
already gone on to art school, something
Ruth says paved the way for her.

Ruth went to Bournemouth College of Art
at the age of 16, and two years later, when
her parents moved to Worcester, she
switched to Birmingham College of Art.
Then she got a place at London's Royal
College, where she started in 1961.

'It was a terrific time to be there. My
contemporaries were people like David
Hockney, Zandra Rhodes and Ossie Clark.
And of course, London in the sixties was
quite a jolly place to be, too.'

Originally Ruth had wanted to concentrate
on painting, but she had found herself doing

graphic design. During her time at the Royal
College, she began to think of herself more
as an illustrator. In 1964 she married Ken, a
fellow student she'd met in Birmingham. He
went on to work in advertising, and then the
expanding graphics department at the BBC.

'At the time I didn't really know what I
wanted to do. I did a bit of art teaching, but
didn't enjoy it. I liked the students a lot, but
not the staffroom politics. That was all very
dull.

'Then in 1966 I had my first baby, Hogan.
I did little bits of freelance work, but mostly
I was a full-time mum. I liked it, and that's
where all my creative energies went.
I became more interested in children's
books because I began to read them to
Hogan.

'I remember he loved the Richard Scarry
books, and Babar. But some books were
terrible. I used to get so angry at the way
they were written. They were really boring.'
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Ruth's next child, James, wasn't born until
1972. That sort of threw me sideways for a
while, and although it might sound daft, all
my creative energies were taken up by
wanting a baby, so I didn't do much work.'

Once James was born, however, something
was released, and Ruth began to work
again. She was asked by the BBC (not by
her husband, she hastens to add, who wasn't'
allowed to commission her) to do some
pictures for the early Play School. As she
says, she must have done it well, for she was
then called upon regularly by the BBC to
provide illustrations for a whole range of
children's programmes, from Jackanory to
Watch and You and Me, some of which
involved a certain amount of animation.

Ruth could have continued with such work,
but a friend helped to push her in a new
direction. Ruth's husband Ken had known
Laurence Hutchins 'for years'. They'd first
worked together in 1960, and went into
partnership in 1974. Laurence's wife Pat is
none other than Pat Hutchins, a name which
needs no introduction in the world of
children's books.

'We've been friends a long time,' says Ruth,
'and Pat was always telling me that if I had
an idea for a book, she'd ring Margaret
Clark at The Bodley Head for me. At the
same time, I'd been feeling that I wanted to
do something more permanent. Television's
so instant - it's there one minute, gone the
next.

'Ken was doing very well, so I had the luxury
of being able to give myself a couple of
months to come up with a book, which I did.
The result was Ladybird, Ladybird. The
Bodley Head liked the pictures, but didn't
think it was strong enough.

'Margaret Clark and Judy Taylor were nice
enough to say they liked my work, and to
tell me to try again. I did a year later with
another book idea, and they rejected that
one, too. This time they suggested I take it
to Klaus Flugge at Andersen Press. I showed
it to him, he liked it, and he gave me a
contract.'

That book was Crazy Charlie, published in
1978, and the rest, as they say, is history.
Although that doesn't mean everything was
easy from then on. It took Ruth a while to
come up with the idea for a second book,
but when it came, it was a good one.
A Dark, Dark Tale turned out to be Ruth's

'breakthrough' book. It was an international
success, appearing in a number of
co-editions, and still sells well today.

'Since then we've got into the pattern of
Klaus expecting a book a year from me,'
says Ruth - who works these days in the
'shed' Ken built especially for her at the foot
of their walled garden in leafy Teddington.
'When I get an idea now, I don't put
anything down until I've thought it right
through. I do love having a good think, and
it's important to sort it all out in your head.
The idea comes first, and it involves
superhuman effort. The writing comes next,
and that's hard work. Last comes the
drawing, and that's a pleasure.'

In fact, Ruth is an artist to whom words are
very important indeed. 'This might sound
strange coming from an artist, but a book is
a book, to be read. If the words are wrong,
the book's a non-starter, however beautiful
the pictures.'

That's why the next stage for Ruth after the
initial idea has been thought through is to
write down the story. T start off writing
quite a lot and then cut. I always bear in
mind that if the story's boring, children
won't want to turn the page. I get so angry
when stories in picture books are badly
written . . . it's important for them to trip off
the tongue. It isn't easy, though. I usually
know where I want to get to. It's the getting
there that's the problem.'

Once the story is right, Ruth does some
roughs and perhaps a dummy. Then it's time
to take the idea to Klaus. That's the point at
which any author, even the most experienced
and well respected, is at their most
vulnerable, as Ruth explains.

T hate taking an idea to Klaus because
there's always the possibility it might be
rejected. It's awful when it happens. It's
almost like someone saying something
horrible about your children.'

Rejection can't have happened too often, as
books have followed each other with some
regularity - and acclaim, too. A Dark, Dark
Tale was followed by If At First You Do Not
See, The Grizzly Revenge, The Big Sneeze,
Our Cat Flossie, Our Puppy's Holiday and
Ruth's latest, Ladybird, Ladybird. She's
also illustrated several stories by James
Herriot for Michael Joseph.

In terms of subject matter, everything Ruth

has done so far has been about animals. The
Grizzly Revenge, in which animals take
revenge on the nasty humans who hunt and
kill them, seems to be making a very obvious
statement about her beliefs.

T was walking through a department store
when I saw a crocodile skin handbag,' says
Ruth, 'and I thought, wouldn't it be
wonderful if it fought back. I like animals,
although I'm not a vegetarian, and I wear
leather shoes.

'But to kill a crocodile for a handbag is
awful, it's really sick. Once an animal is
dead, it's dead, but I hate the greed of
people who do that sort of thing. My
American publishers didn't take the book,
because they said it was too didactic. But
children love it. It makes a good read aloud
when I go to schools.'

Other books have more personal
connections. Our Cat Flossie is about Ruth's
cat - 'a dear, dear old cat who used to treat
everyone other than me with total disdain,
and used to sit on my drawings.'
Unfortunately, Flossie died at the ripe old
age of 16 just before the book was published
- 'just to spite me for doing it.' Ruth now
also has the daughter of the puppy who was
the model for Our Puppy's Holiday.

Her most recent book, Ladybird, Ladybird,
is a re-working of her very first book idea.
'I'd written it out in prose at first, but
something was wrong with it. Then when I
did it in verse, it all came right.' Ruth has
taken the old nursery rhyme and carried it
on, to produce a book with a magical feel -
the feel of a small child walking through
summer fields where everything is at
shoulder height.

And what of the future? Ruth does a certain
amount of school visiting and book fairs,
which she enjoys and will continue, although
sometimes she finds kids 'terrifying'.
'Contact with children concentrates your
mind wonderfully on your audience.
Children are very demanding people to
write for.

But so far I've never done anything I'm 100
per cent pleased with. I just want to carry on
and get better at what I do.' •

Ruth Brown was interviewed by Tony
Bradman.

Photographs by Richard Mewton.

The Books
(published in hardback by Andersen Press
and in paperback by Beaver unless
otherwise stated)

The Big Sneeze, 0 86264 088 1, £5.95;
0 09 942150 X, £2.95 pbk

Crazy Charlie, 0 905478 51 7, £5.95;
009 924130 7, £1.95 pbk

A Dark, Dark Tale, 0 86264 001 6, £5.95;
Hippo, 0 590 70163 0, £1.75 pbk

The Grizzly Revenge, 0 86264 024 5, £5.95;
009 942300 6, £1.95 pbk

If At First You Do Not See, 0 86264 021 0,
£5.95; 0 09 932250 1, £2.50 pbk

Ladybird, Ladybird, 0 86264 200 0, £5.95

Our Cat Flossie, 0 86264 120 9, £4.95;
0 09 947580 4, £2.50 pbk

Our Puppy's Holiday, 0 86264 145 4, £4.95

Ruth Brown has also illustrated titles by
James Herriot, published by Michael Joseph:

The Christmas Day Kitten, 0 7181 2750 1,
£5.95; Piper Picture Book, 0 330 30463 1
(Oct 88)

Bonny's Big Day, 0 7181 2880 X, £5.95

Blossom Comes Home (Sept 88)
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The Ultimate
Author Visit

V"">>«**»"

Ask any school bookweek organiser
which visitor she'd choose to top
her bill and she'd probably say
'Roald Dahl!' Then she'd laugh and
move on to a less awesome figure
than the world's most popular
children's author. One school
bookweek organiser didn't move on,
though. Lindy Barclay tells all.

Roald Dahl
at Redbridge
It started with a problem - my third-year English class. When
I took them over last September I was immediately impressed
with them. They seemed a lively bunch of 13-year-olds,
willing to talk, and willing to listen too. One of my first ques-
tions to them was: 'What did you read during the summer?'
Silence, blank faces, DEAFENING SILENCE. 'Put it this
way,' I said, thinking that somehow the question was too
vague, 'who didn't read anything at all?' Unanimous
response, all hands went up. 'Now let me get this clear, 3.2,
are you telling me that you went through the entire summer
without reading a thing?' Heads nodded. 'Well what kind of
summer did you have?' I asked. 'Boring' said some, 'not
enough to do' said others, 'the holidays are too long'.

Now as an English teacher I have grown accustomed to pupils
failing to link books with pleasure and in my own little way I
have chipped away at the problem year after year. But this
class 'got' to me, I was bothered by them, I talked to my
colleagues about them, and all the time it kept festering away
until I decided that I wouldn't let it go. The problem wasn't
really a 3.2 problem at all, it was a whole school problem -
many of our pupils simply did not like books well enough -
and it was time for a whole school effort to do something
about it. What was needed was a week given over to books,
books for pleasure - that was it, a Redbridge BOOKWEEK.

At an open staff meeting I put forward the proposal and
invited interested staff to a lunchtime meeting. The next day
about one third of the staff turned up, supportive and full of
ideas. After all, the other two thirds had probably forgotten
the meeting or were asleep in the staffroom so maybe it was
some kind of consensus. In the classroom the idea was put to
my English classes. It went down like a rat sandwich. At this
point I could so easily have given in, in the face of such
distaste, but I reminded myself that this was exactly the reac-
tion to books that I wanted to counteract. 'There will be a
Redbridge Bookweek, and you w;771ike it. GotitT

The planning began. The English Adviser arrived, and was
very encouraging, full of ideas and, best of all, laid money on
the table. It was a staggering act of good faith. Right, I
thought, we'll match this and make this into a proper event.
We'll go for some good speakers. Letters went out to local
groups, writers, illustrators and fund-raising was soon under
way. And all along a name kept tugging at the back of my
mind. Don't be stupid, I kept saying to myself, you can't write
to him. But why ever not, I argued back, his books are about
the only books that these kids ever get enthusiastic about.
And in the end I got tired of all this quibbling with myself and
on 16th November I wrote:

Dear Mr Dahl,
We keep coming back to your name - so I'm going to write to
you anyway even though you are the most famous children's
writer today. We aren 't going to be put off any longer by fame
and fortune - we know you exist as a real person so why not
treat you like one and communicate with you . . .
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The reply, when it came, brought wide-eyed astonishment
and a flush of pure excitement:

Dear Ms Barclay,
I have long since given up visiting schools because I'm getting
old and infirm but you wrote me such a good letter that I am
tempted to make an exception in the case ofRedbridge . . .

Roald Dahl at Redbridge! A buzz went round the school. The
members of staff who had been dragging their feet about
Bookweek became instant converts. There was soon a queue
of pupils at my door. 'Is it true that Roald Dahl is coming to
Redbridge?' Yes, yes, yes, it's all true and I knew there and
then what Charlie felt like when he found the golden ticket.

It was some days later before the nerves set in. And then it
was big nerves. What would I do with him? What if he didn't
like it at Redbridge? What would we feed him? Horrid new
questions arose like pimples each day. I began to research the
man, finding out his likes and dislikes from his publisher,
reading Boy and Going Solo all over again, talking to people
who had met him ('well, he can be difficult, crusty, cantan-
kerous' ... worse nerves). The planning for the rest of
Bookweek kept me on the rails. Once the word was round
that Roald Dahl was coming then our Bookweek grew almost
overnight into a big event. There was no stopping us now.
Forget the timetable for the week, forget formal lessons - the
theme of Bookweek was to be books for pleasure and it was
the pleasure principle which now dictated and underlined all
the plans for the week. The pieces began to fall into place.

Redbridge Bookweek officially began on Friday, 22nd
January and must be the first ever school bookweek to run to
six rather than five days. The truth was there was so much to
fit in and the first event was so important that it had, by
nature and design, to precede the week. It was the day that
Redbridge pupils spent the money they raised (around £1200)
at Harrington's Bookshop, Winchester (who came to us
rather than us going to them). For many of our pupils it was
their first experience of a bookshop and they took to it like
ducks to water (must have been something to do with having
money to spend). The books purchased were stored in
cardboard boxes marked according to tutor groups and on
Monday, 25th January at precisely 8.45 a.m. the entire school
settled into the 'Silent Read', scheduled at the same time each
day for half an hour for the duration of the week. It was a
resounding success (perhaps hinged on the fact that the staff
also had to read for pleasure during this time). The arrange-
ments for the rest of the week ran smoothly, well relatively
so. The timetable took some figuring out but was a wonderful
opportunity for staff-pupil consultation (Teacher: 'Where do
you think we're supposed to be now?' Pupil: 'Well, the way I
see it is that we've got to stay here until break then all go to
the Drama Studio.'). The school was a hubbub of activity.
The Company of Storytellers came and went, Joanna
Williams — the book illustrator, Duncan Jeffery — the editor of
The Echo, the Nuffield Theatre, Chris Thomas from the
Central Children's Library . . . and before we knew it
Thursday, 28th January was upon us.

Mr Dahl had said he would arrive at 12.00 noon. At 11.40 I
sent pupils out with large signs and posted them at spots along
the way on the Millbrook housing estate: THIS WAY TO
REDBRIDGE and HELLO MR DAHL and WELCOME. It
was pouring. The kids got soaked, the colour on the signs ran.

When the dark grey BMW turned into Cuckmere Lane, Mr
Dahl gave the children a wave. At exactly 12.00 he stepped
out of his car . . . and there he was, shaking me by the hand, a
giant of a man with a blue cotton hat, an old raincoat slung
across his shoulder, a walking stick and a brief-case. In the
visitors' lounge (Room 37 with a jumped-up title for
Bookweek and which is still touchingly called by pupils 'the
visitors' lounge') I offered him a coffee or a whisky (Famous
Grouse, the publisher had said). He chose the coffee (I
needed the whisky). Then the press arrived, and books were
signed and at 1.00 p.m. we went downstairs to the Head's
office which was laid out for lunch. We arrived before anyone
else. Til have some of that,' said Mr Dahl, spotting the sherry
on the side. He saw me hesitate. 'I'll pour it,' he said, 'and I'll
take the blame.' When the Head stepped into her own room
to meet Mr Dahl, he said, 'Would you like a sherry?' 'Yes,
please,' she said politely, then broke into a big laugh and
shook his hand as I introduced her. For lunch we had sea food
and salad and crusty bread (publisher again, he 7oves sea
food). We covered a wide range of subjects over lunch and
the hour passed with only one reference to the speech he was
going to make to the whole school - 'I've got to make them
laugh!' It was an astute comment, and a shrewd assessment of
the nature of his audience - 12-16 year olds, pleased by his
visit, no doubt, but being teenagers would be critical, and
most definitely 'laid back' about showing enthusiasm.
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At 2.15 I went on stage. The hall was packed. The seating
arrangements were a wonder alone. I said to the audience: 'I
have only two words to say to you, ROALD DAHL.' Loud
clapping, and as he passed me on the stage he said, 'Thanks
for the long introduction.' Absolute quiet now. He began:

/ imagine you 're all expecting a serious lecture on writing and
reading. You 're not going to get it. . .

(Ripples of laughter)

/ expect most of you have been forced to read some of my
books recently . . .

(More ripples of laughter)

And what followed was a hilarious description of the sex
education given to him at the age of 11 by his prep, school
headmaster. The hall rang with laughter. The teachers wiped
away the tears. From there he rambled on to the subject of
telling a man's character not by the eyes, as is commonly
understood, but'by the ears, and the mark of a true 'bounder'
is the tufts of hair growing out of the ears.

(Pupils now looking closely into the ears of the nearest male
teacher - oh dear, poor Mr M. with those enormous tufts . . .)

When I was a boy my mind was warped by the fact that I was
not allowed to learn anything about the most important
subject of all - it wasn 't English, or Maths, or Science, it was
SEX. . .

(UPROAR)
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Next he tackled the tcdiousness, for teachers, of writing
reports and suggested to us all that we write a book of instant
reports which, like the vicar's book of sermons, could be used
at will. He went on then to read us two new Revolting
Rhymes - 'Dick Whittington and his Cat' and '.Tack and Jill',
both still handwritten on a scrap of paper. Both rhymes had
the audience chuckling and giggling. Then suddenly he was
finishing. He talked of the rate of heartbeat of a hedgehog,
and of a frog, and then he said:

The heart of a human is much slower. But whatever the
speed, I hope the hearts of all you young people here will
continue to beat all through your lives - bravely, courage-
ously, and with humour. Goodbye.

Redbridge School erupted. They clapped and cheered and
whistled like I've never heard before. A huge cake was
brought on for him - in the shape of a gigantic book, with
pop-up characters from his books, and also a small basket of
exotic food. He left the stage amidst another round of cheer-
ing. In the quiet of the Head's office more photographs were
taken, more books signed, another cup of coffee, and a
cigarette (one of his 'gaspers'). At 3.30 he collected his stick,
hat, brief-case and raincoat, and without fuss or speeches I
walked out to his car with him, shook him warmly by the hand
and with a last wave he was gone. He had not only been the
highlight of our Bookweek but also the heart of it.

The next week one of my pupils remarked that it was the kind
of story you told your grandchildren and that same day a
rather hard-bitten 5th-year boy wrote in his English book:

Roald Dahl has been and will always be the highlight of our
school lives, pupils and teachers alike.

A touching and honest tribute to Roald Dahl's visit to
Redbridge.*

'Quotes'
'I was on the first corner in Cuckmere Lane with a sign saying
THIS WAY. I saw a grey-blue BMW coming down the road, so I
thought that would be him. It was! He stopped, looked at the
sign, waved at me and drove on. I shouted 'It's him!!' and legged
it towards the school.'

'At the end of the speech I don't think he was expecting a cake. I
don't think he knew what to say. At the end he said goodbye so
sadly like he was going to cry. I liked all of Bookweek but Roald
Dahl must have been the best!'

'When he entered the hall the first thing I noticed was his hands,
they were so large! He was nothing like what I expected . . . He's
one of the best people I've ever met and I'm trying to get all of his
books. This was one of the best moments in my life and it's one
of those stories that we tell to our grandchildren.'

'I was expecting to see an eccentric old man with nothing to talk
about that would interest me. Instead I saw before me a
remarkably young looking 71 -year-old who captivated his young
audience - a difficult task with a group of critical 12-16 year olds!
He made the whole hall laugh and gape in surprise as he spoke
of his primitive sex education. We all went in expecting a boring
lecture about a lifetime of writing books and were all taken aback
by the subject of sex.'

'I wondered how he talked so long without some kind of script.'

'Well, here we go, an old bloke talking about his books and
stories. These were the first thoughts that entered many heads
about Roald Dahl's speech. Many people now know that this
could not be further from the truth. He didn't make himself look
like a book-writing 'Messiah' but he came across as a man who
just wanted to talk and make some school children laugh.'

'I reckon that Ms Barclay should arrange another Bookweek
next year.'

Lindy Barclay teaches at Redbridge Community School in Millbrook,
Southampton.
Photographs by Richard Mewton (copyright Books for Keeps 1988)

Those teachers inspired by this account may like to know that the
Authors and Illustrators List (with information about many authors
and illustrators, and how to contact them) has recently been updated
by the Children's Book Foundation. Still priced at £1.50 inc. p&p
(cheques/POs to Book Trust), it is available from the Children's
Book Foundation, Book House, 45 East Hill, London SW18 2QZ.

Local Arts Associations may also have lists containing similar infor-
mation as part of the Writers in Schools scheme.
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FICTION FOR
THE FILOFAX
Chris Rowling reflects on the rise of
the Literary List Ckids for the
consumption of)
I'm still kicking myself, of course. But when a nice lady from
The Times calls you in mid-afternoon and actually seeks your
advice, it's hard not to be instantly helpful. Especially when
she tells you she's also enlisting the opinions of Nina Bawden,
Eunice McMullen, Shirley Hughes, Elaine Moss, Jan Mark,
Elizabeth Attenborough, etc . . . I mean, it's got to be all
right, right?

Even so, by the time she'd phoned me back I was beginning
to feel uneasy. 'Sorry,' I began. Tin afraid I can't stick to
only six titles in each age category; kids and books are so
diverse. About a dozen in every section is the smallest
number I can manage.' 'Fine,' she replied. 'That's what
everyone's saying.'

And so it turned out. When the article was printed on Friday,
19th February under the headline 'The Times 50: Books
Children Should Read' it contained plenty of provisos to clear
my conscience. 'It would be a thousand pities if any list were
taken as a blueprint of what every child should read at
whatever age,' Elaine Moss insisted. 'Reading should be a
pleasure.' Puffin's Elizabeth Attenborough echoed the same
point - and showed more presence of mind than most of us by
refusing to offer a list beyond the age of 14. 'After that they
should be reading and trying out absolutely everything.' Nice
one Elizabeth, I thought. I wish I'd said that. Still, according
to the article, we'd all agreed on one point:

'. . . w e found [the experts] full of healthy misgivings about
the whole idea. Unanimously they agreed that any mandatory
check list was anathema.' What a relief! That put us com-
pletely in the clear . . . Why, then, was I still so bothered?

Later that week I found out. Apparently The Times wasn't
the only national newspaper taking an interest in this issue.
On the very same day - Friday, 19th February - the Daily
Telegraph had also entered the . . . er, lists. No half-
measures with them, though: the piece was called 'The 100
books every school-leaver ought to have read'. There was no
nonsense about consulting so-called 'experts', either. Here,
augmented by a Tory MP, the team was strictly in-house: two
of their own columnists plus their Arts and Literary editors.
This bold stroke in excluding anyone tainted by first-hand
experience of children and children's books had brought a
marked toughening in 'the cultural content of the satchels
that those leaving schools for the last time will carry with
them'. For the object of the enterprise was to establish
nothing less than 'a core of reading of which those heading for
industry, medicine, the law, the Church or perhaps even the
dole queue ought to be aware.'

So take a good look at the books they recommend. Two ques-
tions seem to me to be prompted at once:

1) If the list is intended for every school-leaver, why is it so
highbrow? For the record, I know of at least one middle-
aged bookworm - 'literary' by temperament, training and
occupation - who's still seven titles short of scoring this
particular century. Yes, me.

2) How, given the list's heavy bias towards the past, do we
avoid convincing school-leavers that the only good writer
is a dead writer?

The first question points to the sort of debate about what
'literature' actually is that's routine in universities these days.

The second raises the matter of our relationship with it - do
we want a mere tugging of forelocks or the sort of active
engagement with texts that includes consideration of our own
as well as the best of other people's?

Neither question, needless to say, detains our Famous Five at
the Telegraph. What they're eager to establish is which
notches count on a cultural totem pole. This, after all, is only
a beginning. Why should they stop at 'The 100 books every
school-leaver ought to have read'? Surely we can now look
forward to 'The 100 poems every school-leaver ought to know
by heart'? Or 'The 100 movies every school-leaver ought to
have sat through'? Or 'The 100 paintings every school-leaver
ought to have gawped at'? Come on, team. There's work to
be done. The filofax generation needs you. This is a show
which will run and run - perhaps, with luck and a fair follow-
ing wind, as far as 'The 100 tunes every school-leaver ought to
have whistled in the bath'. If Education is a commodity,
subject like everything else to market forces, why not offer
it in a form that's handy, easy-to-operate, and above all
testable"!

Hold it, though. Maybe . . . just maybe . . . I'm over-reacting.
There does seem some glimmer of understanding in the arti-
cle that there's more at issue here than an amiable parlour-
game. 'No-one could claim this to be a definitive list,' begins
the final paragraph. And, earlier, 'it would be an ideal child
who had read the lot and a pretty remarkable one who could
score more than 50 per cent.' Really? Now that would explain
why, in mid-article, there's a rather startling concession. The
list, we're told, is what 'an intelligent, school-leaver ought
either to have read or at least to have thought about reading"
(my italics). Dear me! What softies these hard-liners turn out
to be ...

The truth is, of course, that at every age and stage children
'should be reading and trying out absolutely everything'. Lists
of 'classics' can be a useful jog to the memory but following
them slavishly is bound to bring the same result as making a
meal out of every item on a menu: acute indigestion.

Mind you, there's one strategy I would recommend to the
Telegraph team. If they're serious about creating a readership
for these books, why not ban them completely? It worked a
treat with Spycatcher. •
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AGES 3-7
(The number of panellists' votes per book is given, right)
Just So Stories Rudyard Kipling 6
The Tale of Peter Rabbit Beatrix Potter 6
Charlotte's Web E.B. White 5
The Very Hungry Caterpillar Eric Carle 5
The World ol Pooh A.A. Milne 5
Dogger Shirley Hughes 4
Mr Grumpy's Outing John Burniogham 4
Where the Wild Things Are Maurice Sendak 4
Each Peach Pear Pjum Allan and Janet Ahlberg 3
Mr Magnolia Quentin Blake 3
Now We Are Six A.A. Milne 3
Rosie's Walk Pat Hutchins 3
Where's Spot? Eric Hill 3

AGES 8-11
The Wind in the Willows Kenneth Grahame 8
The HobbitJ.R.R. Tolkien 7
Tom's Midnight Garden Philippa Pearce 7
BFG Roald Dahl 5
The Iron Man Ted Hughes 5
The Secret Garden Frances Hodgson Burnett 5
A Christmas Carol Charles Dickens 4
The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe C.S. Lewis 4
Alice in Wonderland Lewis Carroll 3
Complete Nonsense Book of Edward Lear Edward Lear ....3
The Ghost ol Thomas Kempe Penelope Lively 3

The Silver Sword Ian Serrailier
Stig of the Dump Clive King
The Stone Book Alan Garner
The Treasure Seekers E. Nesbit
The Turbulent Term of Tyke Tyler Gene Kemp .
The Wolves of Willoughby Chase Joan Aitken .

AGES 12-18
Eagle of the Ninth Rosemary Sutcliffe
Treasure Island R.L. Stevenson
Brother in the Land Robert Swindells
Smith Leon Garfield
The Machine Gunners Robert Westall
1984 George Orwell
Carrie's War Nina Bawden
Catcher in the Rye J.D. Salinger
The Box ol Delights John Masefield
The Diary ol Anne Frank Anne Frank
The Earthsea Trilogy Ursula Le Guin
Emil and the Detectives Erich Kastner
Goldengrove Jill Paton Walsh
Huckleberry Finn Mark Twain
Jane Eyre Charlotte Bronte
The Hound of the Baskervilles A. Conan Doyle
Lord ol the Flies William Goldmg
Moonfleet J. Meade Falkner
The Owl Service Alan Garner
Pride and Prejudice Jane Austen

CORNERSTONES

The Bible (authorised version)
The Iliad by Homer
Odes by Horace
The Canterbury Tales

by Chaucer
The Inferno by Dante
Le Morte D'Arthur

by Thomas Malory
The Plays by William

Shakespeare
Don Quixote by Cervantes
Paradise Lost by John Milton
The Life of Samuel Johnson

by James Boswell
On the Origin of Species

by Charles Darwin
History of Western

Philosophy by Bertrand
Russell

BEGINNINGS

The Tale of Peter Rabbit
by Beatrix Potter

Winnie-the-Pooh
by A. A. Milne

Alice's Adventures in
Wonderland by Lewis
Carroll

The Wind in the Willows
by Kenneth Grahame

The Secret Garden by Frances
'lodgsnn Burnett

Th? Hobbit by J. R. R. Tolkien
The Lion, The Witch, and The

Wardrobe by C. S. Lewis
Kidnapped by R. L. Stevenson
Just William

by Richmal Crompton
The Adventures of Tom

Sawyer by Mark Twain

FICTION IN ENGLISH

Robinson Crusoe by Daniel
Defoe

Gulliver's Travels
by Jonathan Swift

Tom Jones by Henry Fielding
Tristram Shandy

by Laurence Sterne
Mansfield Park

by Jane Austen
Vanity Fair by William

Makepeace Thackeray
Bleak House

by Charles Dickens
Wuthering Heights

by Emily Bronte
Moby-Dick, or, The Whale

by Herman Melville
The Portrait of a Lady

by Henry James
Tess of the D'Urbervilles

by Thomas Hardy
The Day's Work by Rudyard

Kipling
Chance by Joseph Conrad

| A Portrait of the Artist as a
Young Man by James Joyce

A Farewell to Arms
by Ernest Hemingway

The Great Gatsby
by F. Scott Fittgerald

Sons and Lovers
by D. H. Lawrence

The History of Mr Polly
by H.G. Wells

To the Lighthouse
by Virginia Woolf

Point Counter Point
by Aldous Huxley

Mr Norris Changes Trains
by Christopher Isherwood

MODERN FICTION
IN ENGLISH

The Power and the Glory
by Graham Greene

Decline and Fall
by Evelyn Waugh

Afternoon Men by Anthony
Powell

Animal Farm by George
Orwell

The Catcher in the Rye
by J. D. Salinger

Lucky Jim by Kingsley Amis
The Adventures of Augie

March by Saul Bellow
Lolita by Vladimir Nabokov-
Gone with the Wind

by Margaret Mitchell
A House for Mr Biswas

by V. S. Naipaul
Hemlock and After by Angus

Wilson
Lord of the Flies by William

Golding
The Prime of Miss Jean

Brodie by Muriel Spark
The Grapes of Wrath by John

Steinbeck
Darkness at Noon

by Arthur Koestler

ENTERTA NMENT
Three Men in a Boat

by Jerome K. Jerome
The Diary of a Nobody

by George and Weedon
Grossmith

My Man Jeeves
by P. G. Wodehouse

Tales of Mystery and
Imagination by Edgar
Allan Poe

The Adventures of Sherlock
Holmes by Arthur
Conan Doyle

The Murder of Roger Ackroyd
by Agatha Christie

The Big Sleep by Raymond
Chandler

The Thirty-nine Steps
by John Buchan

TRANSLATIONS

Madame Bovary by Gustave
Flaubert

The Three Musketeers
by Alexandre Dumas

Le Grand Meaulnes by Alain-
Fournier

The Plague by Albert Camus
Anna Karenina

by Leo Tolstoy
Dead Souls by Gogol
Confessions of the Confidence

Trickster Felix Krull
by Thomas Mann

Metamorphosis by Kafka
Crime and Punishment

by Fyodor Dostoevsky
One Hundred Years of

Solitude by Gabriel Garcia
Marquez

Confessions of Zeno
by Italo Svevo

Dr Zhivago by Boris
Pasternak

The New Oxford Book of
English Verse, editor Helen
Gardner

Poems by Keats
Lyrical Ballads by

Wordsworth and Coleridge
Don Juan by Byron
Idylls of the King

by Tennyson
The Rubaiyat of Omar

Khayyam by Edward
FitzGerald

Collected Poems by T. S. Eliot
Collected Poems

by W. H. Auden
High Windows

by Philip Larkin
Les Fleurs du Mai

by Baudelaire

Tartuffe by Moliere
Love for Love by William

Congreve
The School for Scandal by

Richard Brinsley Sheridan
The Importance of Being

Earnest by Oscar Wilde
The Master Builder

by Henrik Ibsen
The Cherry Orchard

by Anton Chekhov
Saint Joan by George Bernard

Shaw
Waiting for Godot

by Samuel Beckett

POSTSCRIPTS

Short Stories by Guy de
Maupassant

Father and Son by Edmund
Gosse

Eminent Victorians by Lytton
Strachey

Goodbye to all that
by Robert Graves

Picture Books
from Blackie

w.
First Flight
David McPhail
0216923379 £5.95 Ages 3-7

The Flower
from Outer Space
Saviour Pirotta
Illustrated by
Sarah Jane Stewart
021692181 3 £6.95 Ages 3-7

FOLK TALES OF
THE WORLD

THE WIZARD
PUNCHKIN
A folk tale from India
Joanna Troughton
0216 92376 X £6.95 Ages 5-8

THE QUAILS EGG
A folk tale from Sri Lanka
Joanna Troughton
0216923972 £6.95 Ages 5-8

BRER ANANSI AND
THE BOAT RACE
A folk tale from the Caribbean
David Makhanlall
Illustrated by Amelia Rosato
0216923557 .
£6.95 /-" , I \s 3-7

MOUSE'S MARRIAGE
A folk tale from ]apan
Junko Morimoto
0216923867 £5.95 Ages 4-7

Blackie Children's Books
7 Leicester Place, London WC2H 7BP
Tel: 01-734 7521
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AHOY THERE !
SIR FRANCIS DRAKE: HIS DARING DEEDS
Roy Gerrard
A rollicking salute to England's maritime hero, which
reveals the secret side of Drake.The perfect gift to
celebrate the Armada anniversary/Pictures of
breathtaking intricacy and verve'— TLS 'Outstanding,
imaginatively and visually'— Specfafor about
SIRCEDRIC
£4.95 0575040874

Monty the alligator unfailingly gives the children a ride
to school across the river. One day the grown-ups
decide there must be a better system, with hilarious
results ...'Boisterous wit'— Sunday Mirror
£6.95 0575042958

PAPER JOHN David Small
A small devil finds more than he has bargained for
when he tries to outwit the kind stranger who has taken
him in. A delightful picture book
£6.95 0575042532

PLANTING A RAINBOW Lois Ehlert
"Every year Mum and I plant a rainbow"
Share the fun of growing a garden of flowers. Watch as
die-cut pages form a striking rainbow of colours in this
attractive and informative book with novelty appeal.
£6.95 0575042850

GOLLANCZ PIQURE BOOKS

Hamish Hamilton Picture Books
walk off the shelves

For full details, complete list and
free publicity material write to:

Children's Publicity (Picture Books),
Hamish Hamilton,

27 Wrights Lane, London W8 5TZ
Lively, varied books

which are fun to read.

H A M I S H H A M I L T O N C H I L D R E N ' S B O O K S
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Elaine Moss, herself newly recruited
to the panel of judges, gives an
account of this year's award for 'the
best newcomer to British children's
book illustration'.

The general feeling of the Panel was
that 1987 had been a good year,
offering us not only a splendid winner -
Emma Chichester Clark - but also four
runners-up whose progress in their new
field we shall watch with interest:
Martin Handford, Jean Christian
Knaff, Corinne Pearlman and Carol
Thompson.

The five short-listed artists whose books
stayed on the floor when all the others had
been scooped up into piles seemed pretty
representative of the trends in picture book
publishing as the eighties draw to a close.
Emma Chichester Clark's work is in the
tradition of fantasy illustrators of the past -
whilst she brings to her book her own
glorious sense of colour and page design.
Martin Handford represents the Merge,
Dupasquier school of busy and engaging
cartoons. Jean Christian Knaff is off-beat
and sophisticated, with an appeal to those
who revere St Exupery's Little Prince.
Corinne Pearlman's work lends enchantment
to a non-fiction subject - in the manner of
Aliki, for instance. Carol Thompson joins
the army of baby book illustrators - but is
unusual in that she can draw babies!

Emma Chichester Clark was commissioned
to illustrate a book of well-known and less
known tales selected by Laura Cecil to be
published under the title Listen to This. In
days gone by, such a compilation would
have had perhaps one line drawing or
half-tone illustration to each story - but such
has been the influence of television that
nowadays colour is called for; so what we
have here is, in effect, a 96-page picture
book with colour on one side of the sheet
and half tone on the other, a rich book to
share with a child on one's knee. This young
artist paints her doll-like characters in
glowing, vivid colours, using the extremes of
the spectrum, rather than the faces of
animals or children, to denote an
atmosphere of peace or terror, joy or
dismay. The backgrounds to the stories are
world-wide, the more exotic settings
attracting the deeper hues from Emma
Chichester Clark's paintbox. Though there
were initial murmurings from some
members of the panel about the traditional
feel of this book (should we be looking for
something more revolutionary?) and some
of us, Lisa Kopper in particular, were very
uneasy about her portrayal of non-white
children, there seemed to be no doubt in our
minds that here was an artist who had a
bright future in children's book ilustration.
Since the brief of the Mother Goose Award
Panel is to find just that, we were delighted
to recommend that Emma Chichester Clark
be the winner.

No-one present doubted for a moment the
hours of amusement and pleasure that
Martin Handford's Where's Wally? would
give to children. And we all applauded the
way he, like Anno before him, has ensured
that children really look long and hard at
each opening (searching for Wally) instead
of flicking through the book with the
impatience characteristic of our age. We
goggled at Martin Handford's sheer industry
and inventiveness - but some of us were not

£ Ihe Parsee came dows !
, from which ihc rays of the s

splendour, packed up his cooki
sway in the direction of Qrotavo, Amygdala,
Meadows of Anamarivo, and tbe Marshes of Sonaput.

too sure that all this added up to children's
book illustration in our terms.

The work of Jean Christian Knaff raised the
temperature of the argument and the pitch
of the voices of the panel to a new level.
Some members were prepared to dismiss
Manhattan out of hand, others felt the
strong pull of an avant garde (or is he
already passe in the circles where such
reputations arc made?) artist with
something to say about loneliness and
companionship. It happens to be the only
multicultural story on the shortlist (though
Listen to This has stories from different
ethnic backgrounds) but this had absolutely
nothing to do with Jean Christian Knaff
being retained among the chosen. The
artists among us, in particular, admired his
work enormously.

Corinne Pearlman seemed to all of us to
have made a witty and entertaining book out
of a rather mundane text (by Sally
Craddock) designed to welcome children to
the British Museum. Ottoline at the British
Museum is the story of a white cat who
strays into the BM, whizzes round the
Egyptian section, skitters down a totem
pole, skates over the glass cases in the King's
Library - and is fed at closing time.
Pearlman's dizzy perspectives, fluent
drawing and flowing colour make her an
ideal artist for this kind of work. We were
very glad to find her but in general were
disappointed that so little non-fiction
(Ottoline is faction) was submitted.

Carol Thompson's board books, in the
Macdonald series Busy Baby's Day, seemed
to us to be lively, colourful and
unpretentious, with a baby who really
looked like a baby and behaved like one too.
One of the panel pointed out that artists are
often asked to make baby books, whether or
not they have the necessary skill. Here was
an exception, and one we were glad to find.

In all, over 50 books by new artists were
submitted, the largest number by
Macdonald and by Walker Books both of

whom, of course, publish many series. It was
generally felt that the cover design had
improved, but we had bad words to say
about Dent who omitted the name of the
artist, Patricia MacCarthy, from the cover of
Margaret Mahy's 17 Kings and 42 Elephants.
We wished that more of the new artists had
thought about the multicultural aspect of
publishing, and we were sure that
somewhere, unsubmitted, were many
information books illustrated by new artists
that we would have been happy to consider.•

Listen to This, selected by Laura Cecil, ill.
Emma Chichester Clark, Bodley Head,
0370311000, £7.95

Where's Wally?, Martin Handford, Walker
Books, 0744504139, £7.95

Manhattan, Jean Christian Knaff, Faber,
0571 14653 8, £6.95

Ottoline at the British Museum, Sally
Craddock, ill. Corinne Pearlman,
Macdonald, 0 356 11783 9, £4.95

Wake Up Time, 0 356 13106 8

Morning, 0356 131076

Afternoon, 0 356 13108 4

Bedtime, 0356 13109 2

Carol Thompson, Macdonald 'Busy Baby's
Day' series, £1.75 each

The Mother Goose Award is sponsored by
Books for Children Ltd.
The judges this year were Anthony Browne,
Sally Grindley, Pat Hutchins, Lisa Kopper,
Colin McNaughton, Anne Marley, Beverley
Mathias, Elaine Moss and Chris Fowling.

Elaine Moss's career in children's books as a
librarian, critic and writer was summarised
with characteristic modesty in her own
A Part of the Pattern (Bodley Head). No
one has done more to promote the book
habit and to break new ground for readers,
notably with her Picture Books for Young
People 9-13 which has just been updated
(0 903355 25 6, £2.95, from Thimble Press,
Station Road, South Woodchester, Stroud,
Gloucestershire GL5 5EQ).
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THE SEARCH FOR SPRING
Jeff Hynds takes his pick of the
season's new picture books.
When BfK editor Chris Fowling rang
me up and cheerily asked me to 'do a
round-up' of the Spring picture books,
it seemed such an attractive task that I
readily agreed. What happened next
rather took me by surprise. I'm not
quite sure what I expected, but in the
next few days I was all but submerged
by sackfuls of books and proofs and
photocopies from a plethora of
publishers. As I spread them out and
looked and read, I 'grew in wonder'
like the boy in The Search for Spring
(Moira Miller, ill. Ian Deuchar,
Methuen, 0 416 01882 3, £5.95). And
like him I had no-one who could readily
help me find the answers to the
questions that began to arise in my
mind. Which of these scores of books
would be popular with children? Which
ones would parents or teachers want to
know about? Which were the books of
real quality, or true artistic merit?
Would any be best-sellers? How could I
select from so many books that seemed
so varied and yet, on the face of it
anyway, all so alluring?

From The Search for Spring.

Unlike the enterprising hero of Moira
Miller's story, I was too cowardly to
begin my search alone, so with a few
instantly recruited children (in assorted
sizes) at my side, I set about it. We
began - it seemed appropriate - with
The Search for Spring, and with five
other tales of seeking and finding and
self-discovery.

A Midsummer Night's Tale
Veronica Leo, Methuen, 0 416 09482 1,
£6.95

The Red Parcel
Linda and Gino Alberti, trans. Alison Sage,
Hutchinson, 0 09 173686 2, £6.50

The Dove
Friedrich Recknagel and Vlasta Barankova,
trans. Alison Sage, Hutchinson,
0091737060, £6.50

Nowhere to be Found
Alan Marks, Picture Book Studio,
088708 062 6, £5.95

The Man Who Wanted to Live for Ever
Selina Hastings, ill. Reg Cartwright, Walker
Books, 07445 0755 3, £6.95

The storm passes, from The Dove.

'Do you know the way?' from Nowhere to be
Found.

The village was now a great city' from The Man
Who Wanted to Live Forever.

These tales, mostly traditional retellings or
cast in folk tale mould, are all strange, and
full of enigmatic incident or cryptic remark.
Thus we were not always sure what the
stories meant, but we certainly found
ourselves stirred by the eerie happenings

and the atmospheric quality of the art work
which, though by different artists, is always
striking and often stunning. These
mysterious and intriguing picture books
would appeal to older sophisticated readers.
They need not only to be read, but to be
re-read and thought about. They require
you to join in the search. We turned, and not
just for light relief, to something rather
different.

Ladybird, Ladybird
Ruth Brown, Andersen Press, 0 86264 200 0,
£5.95

Ruth Brown's beautiful paintings enhance
this charmingly extended version of the well
known nursery rhyme. Although appropriate
for much younger children than the folk
tales we began with, the quest theme is here
also. Ladybird sets out on a truly perilous
journey - there's danger in almost every
picture - before arriving safely back home to
find her house isn't on fire and her children
aren't gone.

Three Little Kittens
Paul Galdone, Heinemann, 0 434 93906 4
£5.95

/ "Meow; meow, meow,
\, meow, meow, meow!"

There's quite a crop of illustrated nursery
rhymes this year. This is an attractive
version, by a talented artist, whose special
style suits this rhyme and nicely
complements the bold, large print. It should
prove popular with the youngest of children.
Anyway, we all liked it.

Monday's Child
Michael Bragg, Gollancz, 0 575 04097 1,
£6.95
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Like the foregoing, this is another
traditional rhyme done into pictures. The
children of each day are circus children, and
their story unfolds in Michael Bragg's
ingeniously linked illustrations. At the end
there's advice on how to find out which day
of the week you were born on; my youthful
helpers all immediately wanted to do just
this, and see how they fitted in to the story.
I'm bonny and blithe, by the way.

The Get Better Book
Paul and Emma Rogers, ill. Jo Burroughes,
Orchard Books, 1 85213 049 0, £6.25

From the title you wouldn't know this was
yet another nursery rhyme book, but it is,
and a very clever and entertaining one too.

When Jack falls down and breaks his crown,
Jill is dispatched for Dr Foster.
Unfortunately he is out on a case - a certain
Miss Muffet has sustained a nasty shock . . .
In all seven nursery rhymes are woven into
the modern verse tale, but if you miss one of
the references, like I did, the original
rhymes are included at the end.

The Magic Birthday Cake
Stephen May, Deutsch, 0 233 98079 2, £5.50

The big print and childlike drawings don't
seem too promising when you begin this
book, but you suddenly get caught up with
the zany cake-making. It becomes quite
hysterical by the time Wally Walter gets
down to his underpants. In fact, we were all
sorry that he got dressed again for the final
picnic. I think this picture book will prove
popular with lots of children, but Stephen
May must look to his art work. One of my
youthful helpers commented: 'He can't
colour very well, he keeps going over the
edge'!

Super Dooper Jezebel
Tony Ross, Andersen Press, 0 86264 221 3,
£5.95

'Jezebel was perfect in every way. She was so
perfect, she was called Super Dooper
Jezebel.' Thus begins the tale of an obnoxious
young child who can do no wrong. I was
irresistibly reminded of someone, but couldn't
quite establish who, until I came to the part
where the Prime Minister heard about
Jezebel, and 'sent a special medal for being
good'. That figured. The end is sudden, and
even though you're expecting something to
happen, what does happen comes as quite a
shock. The final comment is perfect. Super
Dooper Tony Ross, I'd say.

Anyone Seen Harry Lately?
Hiawyn Oram, ill. Tony Ross, Andersen
Press, 086264 198 5, £5.95

That man Ross again, this time illustrating a
witty story about Harry, master of transmog-
rification. It's his way of getting out of doing
anything he doesn't like. Mind, like Dr Jekyll
before him, he begins to lose control of the
process, and tries hard to do something about
it. Oram and Ross exploit this with a
compelling combination of verbal and visual
dexterity. The story ends with Harry,
apparently reformed, settling down for the
night with his parents. His parting wink makes
it doubtful whether their sleep will be peaceful
for long.

Penny Dale's Ten In the Bed.

after these hilarious and action-packed
books, most children would be up all night.

Perhaps the next bedtime book, where a
quite different mood prevails, would settle
them down.

Humphrey's Bear
Jan Wahl, ill. William Joyce, Gollancz,
0 575 04234 6, £6.95

Sleep is anything but peaceful for the 20
characters in the next two books.

Ten in a Bed
Mary Rees, Andersen Press, 0 86264 197 7,

Mary Rees's Ten in a Bed.

Ten in the Bed
Penny Dale, Walker Books, 0 7445 0797 9,
£6.95

These two versions of the well known
traditional song are delightful, and really
very different. In Mary Rees's version the
characters are all Giles-like children, while
in Penny Dale's book there is one little boy,
with nine cuddly toys, suffering from
insomnia. If you're looking for something
quiet at bedtime, look elsewhere, because

This touching story, with its evocative
illustrations, was a favourite with all of us.
Humphrey, a little boy with a teddy bear, is
seemingly asleep, but the night brings an
exotic journey with a teddy bear now grown
huge. In the tradition of Sendak's Wild
Things, Briggs' Snowman and Browne's
Gorilla, with pictures almost Pre-Raphaelite,
we thought this stunning. The formula may
be getting well worn, but it is still powerful.
'Lovely', 'gentle', 'beautiful', chorused my
young team.

The Great Escape
Philippe Dupasquier, Walker Books,
07445 0799 5, £6.95

Another story from Dupasquier, whose
reputation grows apace, told entirely in his
witty, engaging, busy illustrations - over 120
of them in fact. I was irresistibly reminded of
the Keystone Cops as the escaping gaolbird
is pursued all over town and countryside by
a bunch of bungling gaolers. Nothing is
sacred as the chase successively disrupts
museum, hospital, film-set, circus, local
hunt and wedding. It finally ends, like The
Third Man, with a hunt through the sewers.
Well, not exactly ends. This story isn't going
to end all that quickly as you will see! I don't
know what they'll think of it in Wandsworth,
but we loved it.

(Illustration overleaf)

I'm Going on a Gorilla Hunt
Maurice Jones, ill. Charlotte Firmin,
Deutsch, 0 233 98097 0, £4.95

Another escape, from the local zoo this
time, and another hunt, rather better
planned than those Keystone Cops could
manage. The story is told in a combination
of octosyllabic couplets and large, double
page illustrations. Children's books seem to
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be full of gorillas these days. There are even
two in this one. But expect no heavy
symbolism or covert message. This little
mystery yarn is more in the vein of Professor
Peabody than Anthony Browne. Innocent
and enjoyable, like the same team's earlier
Dragon Hunt.

Carry Go Bring Come
Vyanne Samuels, ill. Jennifer Northway,
Bodley Head, 0 370 31092 6, £5.95

'Jennifer Northway's illustrations vividly
bring to life this sparkling picture book story
by a new Jamaican writer.' So says the cover
blurb, and we agreed with it. What happens
to Leon on his sister's wedding day, as he
tries to do everyone's bidding, is very funny,
and without doubt typical of what can
happen to little boys on their sisters'
wedding days, if they're not careful.

From The Great Escape (Walker Books).

'Leon looked like a bride!' from Carry Go Bring Come (The Bodley Head).

The Secret in the Matchbox
Val Willis, ill. John Shelley, Deutsch,
0233 980881, £5.50

Bobby Bell, a somewhat waif-like child with
unsuspected powers, has a secret in a

matchbox, and he takes it to school. His
attempts to share his secret are intercepted
by his unpleasant and, by today's standards,
very unenlightened teacher. No doubt she
deserved what she got, and therein lies the
moral of this tale. (Something like 'Teachers

who clearly have not been on an in-service
course for years should be given a huge
fright'.) The ending could be a let-down, but
perhaps you will find yourself drawn back to
examine the smaller drawings and designs in
the borders of every large double-page
illustration. If so, you will have begun your
search for more secrets than the one in the
matchbox. A most successful collaboration
between writer and artist. My young
assistants thought it 'brill' and 'exey'.

The Skylighters
Graeme Garden and Neil Canning,
Methuen, 0 416 04612 6, £5.95

A series of verses about the 'skylighters'
who paint the sky in all its moods. The
verses are neat, and the witticisms are
effectively complemented by the visual
jokes. This book was extremely popular with
my young panel, though I felt myself that
the art work needed to be of better quality.
After all the book was about painters; you
expect something a bit special.

Sir Francis Drake: His Daring Deeds
Roy Gerrard, Gollancz, 0 575 04087 4, £4.95

A picture book which, by art or hap,
commemorates the four-hundredth
anniversary of the Armada. Roy Gerrard's
delicate, detailed, cartoon-like paintings and
racy, irreverent verses ('Hello sailor,' said
the Queen, 'sit down and tell us where
you've been') are an irresistible
combination. This book would appeal to a
wide age-range and teach a few historical
truths the other history books don't teach.
Splendid stuff!

Noah and the Ark
Pauline Baynes, Methuen, 0 416 02662 1,
£5.95

The text of this ambitious book closely
follows that of the relevant chapters in
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clearly a close observer of the work-horse. A
beautiful book, we all thought.

'Drake awoke, "To arms!" he roared, and drove the Spaniards overboard.' From Sir Francis Drake:
His Daring Deeds (Gollancz).

Genesis (Authorized Version) and would
not therefore be easy for younger readers.

But readers of all ages will enjoy the
stylized, dramatic paintings by Pauline
Baynes. They have an almost palpable
medieval quality which adds considerably to
the force of the Bible story. This book
instantly recalls Peter Spier's very different
version The Great Flood, published ten
years ago by World's Work. There are
interesting pictorial similarities, nonetheless.
But my little team were a bit doubtful about
all this.

The Faithful Dove
Beatrix Potter, ill. Marie Angel,
0 7232 3532 5

How the Camel Got His Hump
Rudyard Kipling, ill. Krystyna Turska,
0 7232 3450 7

The Owl and the Pussy-cat
Edward Lear, ill. Colin West, 0 7232 3541 4

Beauty and the Beast
E Nesbit, ill. Julia Christie, 0 7232 3540 6

Warne, £3.95 each

These four welcome additions to the Warne
Classics Series (all in original 'Beatrix
Potter' format) are reissues with new
illustrators in each case. Beatrix Potter
never illustrated her little known 'true story'
The Faithful Dove, but Marie Angel has
sympathetically remedied the omission.
Both the Kipling and the Lear volumes
contain other famous stories and poems (not
just the one used for the title). Many
children, even older children, would need
help with these texts, particularly E Nesbit's
version of Beauty and the Beast, but these
books would be marvellous for reading
aloud before gracing the classroom
collection with some attractive stories and
poems of yester-year.

Beauty and the Beast
Eleanor Vere Boyle, retold by Elizabeth
Rudd, 009 172713 8

Puss in Boots
Edmund Morin, retold by Josephine Poole,
0 09 172708 1

Hutchinson, £3.95 each

Another version of Beauty and the Beast,
together with Puss in Boots, appears in the
Hutchinson Golden Classics series. Though
the same price, these picture books are
much bigger than the little Warne versions,
in order to do justice to the nineteenth-
century artists whose work is used to
illustrate them. For here we have the old
artists with modern versions of the stories, a
reversal of the Warne arrangement. The
combination is striking and interesting; the
stories are well told (it's probably heresy but
1 preferred Rudd's Beauty and the Beast to
Nesbit's!) and the old illustrations
remarkably poignant. My helpers, though,
looked at me oddly.

Black Beauty
Anna Sewell, ill. Charles Keeping,
Gollancz, 0 575 03924 8, £8.95

Yet another classic of the Victorian age, this
version of Black Beauty, an enduring
favourite since its first appearance in 1877 -
after all, 30 million copies is not bad — is
given exceptional life and character by some
80 new illustrations by Charles Keeping.
Keeping fans will be charmed, and perhaps a
little surprised, by the extraordinary
delicacy of these pictures. He recreates the
Victorian atmosphere perfectly, and is

'In truth my search is ended,' said he, T have
at last found Spring, and it was always here.'
Maybe the boy had, but had we? What had
we found?

Well, for a start, we found another 20 or 30
books that we would have liked to have
included but for which space just does not
allow. Perhaps we could just mention
Froggie Goes A-Courting (Susan Hellard,
Piccadilly, 0 946826 96 X, £5.50), a jokey,
flap-up version of the folk song - 'I like the
way the heart cracks,' said one of my young
ones; My Grandma Has Black Hair (Mary
Hoffman, ill. Joanna Burroughes, Methuen,
0 416 01892 0, £4.95), a story about an
unconventional grandma - T wish my gran
was like that'; The Trouble with Grandad
(Babette Cole, Heinemann, 0 434 93294 9,
£5.95), all enormous vegetables and
caterpillars; Fanny and Blanche (Claudia de
Week, Simon & Schuster, 0 671 69889 3,
£5.95) - 'You mustn't lock birds up, poor
things'; Little Kitten in Trouble (Keiko
Kanao, Heinemann, 0 434 94579 X, £5.95),
a book which opens along the top edge, for
the very good reason that the kitten's up a
very tall tree!

'Froggie's mum said, "Froggie, you're no longer a
tadpole! It's time you found yourself a wife."'
From Froggie Goes A-Courting.
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Grandmothers urc supposed lo be wise und
dignified. \ iv qrunilmu is qu i t e du f l ream
Once she (jot locked in the bathroom and
instead ot shout i iK) lor help, she climbed out
ot the window in her bath towel

^fi-^r I ' !

From My Grandma Has Black Hair.

And I think we found something else. We
found that in spite of rumours to the
contrary many fine children's books
continue to be published. There are indeed
so many that, though these were but the
picture books and this was but the Spring
collection, we were all but overwhelmed by
them. There is so much wealth for children
here, so much to teach them about life,
about themselves, about how to read and
about how to write, that it must remain the
biggest wonder of all that so many of our
schools, and some of our education
authorities, still seem to think that you can
do a better job with Through the Rainbow,
One, Two, Three and Away and Reading 360

Why remain in poverty when you are in the
midst of riches? Especially when you don't
even have to search for those riches. Like
the boy said, Spring is here. It's been here
all the time. •

From Fanny and Blanche.

Jeff Hynds is a major figure in the movement
to promote 'real' reading. After retiring
from Avery Hill College in South London,
where he ran a famous reading course, his
career as a freelance was much boosted by
Bromley's Director of Education who
banned all his teachers from any Hynds'
venture thereby ensuring that Jeff is more
than ever in demand.

MAgNET

Best Books For

SUMMER

Wolf Pie
by Andrew Matthews
Take two ripe, greedy monarchs, three
hungry wolves and a sprinkling of
apprentice chefs, MIX with a splash of
gut-bustingly funny drawings, COOK for
64 rib-ticklingly chuckle-filled pages and
SERVE UP ONE BRILLIANT BOOK!
£1.50

Mr Pump's Legacy
Destination New York
by Herg§
Following the enormous success of
their first adventure in The Valley of the
Cobras, Merge now takes our intrepid
trio, Jo, Zette and Jocko on a race
against time. A classic two-part tale,
originally created in the 1930s, now
available in two full colour, large format,
bumper paperbacks.
£2.50 each

Eric and Frankie in Las Vegas
by Adrian Henri (author)
and Roger Wade Walker (artist)
Eric the Punk Cat leaps back to
stardom! And he's keeping up with the
times — gone is the old streetwise
image and in comes a wonderful new
Eric, sophisticated and well-groomed . .
Full colour fun for younger readers.
£1.95

Tales For the Perfect Child
by Florence Parry Heide
This book is DYNAMITE! It's recipes for
perfection will bring the adult world to
its knees. By the author of The Shrinking
of Treehorn, it's wickedly illustrated in
black and white by Victoria Chess.
£1.75

Grange Hill Partners
by Phil Redmond
Ziggy, Robbie and co are back in the
latest story from the popular, award-
winning children's TV series. This time
we see some surprise associations for
both pupils and staff — not all of them
friendly.
£1.75
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SUCCESS STORIES

Non-fiction
Variety and enjoyment

• Over 200 titles

• Big-Big Books
• Humour
• Lively natural language

The Most Widely Recommended Reading Programme.

Encourage Parental
involvement

IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO FIND OUT WHY STORY CHEST
IS SO SUCCESSFUL, SIMPLY COMPLETE THE COUPON

EVALUATING CHI YOUR SCHOOL
To enable you to evaluate STORY CHEST thoroughly we have prepared six | I Eva|uation Pack 3 (Stages 8-10) 0560 08854 X £11.45
special Evaluation Packs which are available on a 30 day sale-or-return basis, ^d
They can be returned FREE OF POSTAGE CHARGES using the reply-paid | | Evaluation Pack 4 (stages 11-13) 0560 08855 8 £13.80
label enclosed in the pack (UK only). r Evaluation Pack 5 (stages 14-16) 0560 09000 5 £14.90

Evaluation Pack 6 (stages 17-19) 0560 09001 3 £14.90Name_

School Address.

LEA_ .Tel No..
Return completed coupon to:

I | I should like a representative to call (complete box or telephone our E.J. Arnold & Son Ltd., Publishing Order Processing Dept., FREEPOST,
'— Head Office 0532 710450). Parade Lane, Dewsbury Road, Leeds LS11 9YY.

(No stamp needed in U.K.)
|i [_| Please send me the 1988 Story Chest Catalogue JB/588/V I
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F O U N D A T I O N

CHILDREN'S BOOK
WEEK 1988-
a good book and a nice
cup of tea!
One of the first successes of
the new Children's Book
Foundation has been to land a
major sponsor for this year's
Children's Book Week
(8th-15th October). Typhoo
Tea are providing generous
support for activities and
events organised by CBF and
also running additional
promotions themselves.

Eunice McMullen, Director of
the Children's Book

Foundation, intends that
Children's Book Week itself
will be the culmination of
activities spread across the
year - a children's poster
competition, Readathon, a
national Schools Project and a
creative writing competition
for parents. CBW will be
launched in London but
Eunice promises that, as past
years have established, there
will also be support for
regional events.

Bags of Books —
and Tapes
At last a comprehensive mail
order service is available for
schools wanting to purchase
from the expanding range of
high quality children's stories
published on audiotapes.
Angela Macpherson, an
ex-teacher with experience in
the book trade, now runs a
thriving small business selling
books in schools in Sussex
under the name 'Bags of
Books'. Whilst visiting
schools, she came to realise
that not all teachers

appreciated the value of tapes
as a teaching resource or the
extent of the range available.

She has therefore published a
catalogue of story cassettes for
3-12 years reviewing most of
those listed and including
details of playing times,
readers, style of recording, etc.

Details available from Bags of
Books, 7 South Street, Lewes,
Sussex BN7 2BT
(tel: 0273-479320).

New Face at Puffin
Alison Stanley has taken over from Eunice

McMullen (now at the Children's Book
Foundation) as Manager of the Puffin

Book Clubs. Alison spent 17 years
with the ILEA and has lots of

experience of working with
teachers and organising book

activities.

GREAT GLASGOW
BOOK BONANZA
. . . which runs from 12th-16th
May and mustn't be missed if
you're anywhere in reach of
Clyde-side. The organiser is
Val Bierman, winner of last
year's Eleanor Farjeon Award
for services to children's
books. Clearly she's not
resting on her laurels. Daily
events include an exhibition of
books from more than 40
publishers, a display of
prize-winning poems by local
children, badge-making,
continuous videos, umpteen
competitions and authors,
authors, authors . . . Shirley
Hughes, Martin Waddell,
Douglas Hill, Roger

McGough, Anne Fine,
Terrance Dicks, Berlie
Doherty, Michael Hardcastle
amongst others, giving talks,
leading discussion, signing
autographs or just shaking
hands. The Bonanza starts on
llth May with an inaugural
lecture by Margaret Meek at
the McLellan Galleries in
Sauchiehall Street, where
everything takes place.
Admission to the main hall is
free for children, 50p for
adults - both being charged
25p for author events. There's
also a creche for babies and
small children . . .

Goodbye, Toddy • • •

H E Todd, creator of Bobby Brewster 'a nice ordinary small
boy to whom magical things always seem to be happening',
died on 25th February. It was just three days after his
eightieth birthday.

Like Bobby Brewster, Toddy himself was nice and ordinary . . . and
magical things tended to happen to him when he was confronted with
an audience of children. He sang to them, played a trumpet for them,
and best of all told them stories - stories with a beginning, a middle
and an end so simply wrought he convinced his listeners they could be
storytellers too. His reward was a postbag stuffed with suggestions
for more tales . . . all of which, if used in his next book, were
scrupulously acknowledged in the introduction with a signed copy to
follow. It's estimated that in his long career as an author, which
began with the first Bobby Brewster book in 1954, Toddy travelled
half-a-million miles world-wide, made more than 6,000 visits to
schools and libraries, and enchanted well over a million children in
person as well as reaching even more through his appearances on
radio and television.

In all he published 61 Bobby Brewster books. Each of them is
without fuss or pretension, carefully crafted but not advertising the
fact, and relies on its tone of voice and quiet inventiveness to win the
attention of young readers. And that's just what his books did - and
went on doing long after Touch grittier entertainment had become
fashionable. They still sell more than 90,000 copies annually, the last
- Bobby Brewster's Jigsaw Puzzle - issued by Hodder & Stoughton in
commemoration of his eightieth birthday. The secret of their success
is that kids like them, just as, with almost no exceptions, they liked
Toddy. He wished them well and it showed. He'll be greatly missed.*


